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State 28th In Average Teachers' Salaries

Educational Rankings Released
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT,Ky.
— Kentucky
has advanced a couple of notches in
average teacher salaries, ranking 20th
among the 50 states in that category for
1979-80.
Meantime, the state has stayed in
39th position on per pupil spending,
where the money comes from state,
local and federal funds.
This is closely matched by the state's
40th ranking in per capital personal income for 1978, the latest year available.
And Kentucky still ranks second in
the nation after Hawaii in the percentage of revenue which public schools

receive from the state.
The state of Hawaii finances its
public schools completely. In Kentucky
that support amounted to 71 percent
last year, up more than 1 percent from
the previous year.
The Kentucky Education Association,
whose research bulletin listed the latest
figures, focused on the average teacher
salary, saying that still is below the
level of the seven surrounding states.
The KEA recalled that former Gov.
Julian Carroll, in his budget message to
the 1978 Legislature, predicted the
average of the neighboring states would
be reached or exceeded in 1979-80. .
Instead, it appears Kentucky's
average remains slightly below.

The state Department of Education
has listed the average annual salary as
$14,520 or $40 more than the earlier
estimate of the KEA.
This appears to be a difference of $155
from the bordering states' collective
estimated average of $14,675.
The KEA said the difference may
change when final figures are in for
average salaries in the seven states.
It said the Kentucky estimated
average expenditure per pupil is $1,714
or $215 below the seven-state figure.
Nationally, the average teacher
salary is $16,001 and per pupil spending
is $2,142.
Kentucky has continued its decline in
percent of school revenue coming from

local and federal government.
Only 17.6 percent is local funding,
ranking this state 48th in the nation. In
federal support, Kentucky ranks 99th.
The data shows that Kentucky and its
local governments spend more per
capita for other services than for local
schools.
The KEA said this state is last in the
country in the school support ranking
on a per capita basis while it is 25th for
public welfare, 14th for highways and
29th for higher education, •
Another statistic showed that in per
capita debt of state and local governments, Kentucky ranked 10th in the nation in 1977-78.

Wants 'Clear And Explicit' Yes Or No

Iran Says Reply 'Unsatisfactory'
By The Associated Press
Iran says the first U.S. reply to its
conditions for the release of the 52
American hostages is unsatisfactory,
and it wants a "clear and explicit" yes
or no, reports from Tehran say.
Iran's official reply to the U.S.
response to the demands made by
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini and the
Majlis, Iran's parliament, was
delivered Saturday in Tehran to
Algerian officials for transmission to
the United States. The Algerians took
them to Algiers, but there was no indication when they would be handed
over to American officials and whether
the delivery would be made in Algiers
or Washington.

Secretary of State Edmund S. Muskie
said last week that the United States, in
its letter delivered in Tehran Nov. 12,
accepted the Iranian conditions in
principle." But other U.S. officials said
the letter explained the legal obstacles
that would have to be overcome in the
courts before three of the demands
could be met.
These conditions Were the release of
more than $8. billion in Iranian assets
frozen by U.S. presidential order to insure the payment of American claims
against Iran, the cancellation of all
such claims and the return to Iran of
the fortunes transferred abroad by the
late Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi

and his closest relatives.
Alunad Azizi, public relations director of the prime minister's office, said
Sunday that Iran wants a clear answer
— "either positive or negative" — to
the four conditions, the Greek Radio
and Television Service reported.
We cannot accept the responses
with room for compromises or negotiations or anything like that," Azizi said.
"We just want clear and very explicit
answers."
Another official in Rajai's office said
the U.S. response was "neither explicit
nor clear," and the Iranian government
in its reply asked • or a -positive or
negative" response, the official Iranian
news agency Pars reported.

In Washington, State Department
spokesman Joe Reap said the U.S.
government had received nothing official yet and was still in a "wait-andsee attitude." He said there were no
plans yet for anyone to go to Algiers to
get the Iranian reply.
Abdel Karim Gherayeb, leader of the
four-member Algerian delegation to
whom the Iranian reply was delivered,
said he was taking it to Algiers "and we
will see what happens next."
"Whatever we do, we will do it fast,"
Gherayeb added.
Today was the hostages' 387th in captivity since young Islamic militanU
seized the U.S. Embassy in Tehran and
its staff on Nov. 4, 1979.
GOING UP — Murray State tailback Lindsey Hudspeth leaped a tall
Western Kentucky Hilltopper at a single bound for one of his four touchdowns Saturday in the Racers'49-0 win over WKU. (For additional photos
and stories, see Pages 6 and 7.)
Photo By David Celaya

Gibbs, Hudspeth Revive
Offense With Big Plays

NEW YORK CITY OR BUST — Parents and friends gathered at Murray High
School at 4 p.m. Saturday as four buses loaded with 128 members of the
Murray High School Band and 30 chaperones departed for New York City
and the Macy's Thanksgiving Day Parade. After travelling all night Saturday
and part of Sunday, the band spent Sunday night and will spend tonight in
Alexandria, Va., before going into New York on Tuesday. The group

toured Mount Vernon Sunday afternoon and was scheduled to visit the
White House, the Capitol, Kennedy Center, Arlington National Cemetery,
the Bureau of Printing and Engraving, and Ford's Theatre today. Tonight the
band will visit the Jefferson Memorial and Washington Monument and will
conclude the evening with a rehearsal-performance in front of the Lincoln
Memorial.
Staff Photo By Debbie N. lee

Calloway Speakers Win
Bullitt Central Tourney
Calloway County High School
dominated the 11th Annual Bullitt Central Speech Tournament with the varsity team taking first place and the junior
varsity team tied for third. '
The varsity squad, the 'defending
state champions, totalled 340 points in
the 26-team event. The junior varsity
team earned 198. Trigg County placed
second with 211 points.
Those placing for Calloway included
Kim Weatherford, first, Mike Jackson,
second, analysis of public aadress; Ben
Brumley, first, Earl Brown, second,
storytelling; Jenise Boyd, first, Gena
Brown, second, girl's extemporaneous
speaking; Sandy Jeffrey, first, Earl.
Brown,third, humorous interpretation;
Lanesa Jones, second, prose; Kim
Marrs and Sandy Jeffrey, second, duet
acting; Marcia Cunningham, third,
original oratory; Keith Ford, third,
boy's extemporaneous, speaking; and

Terry Bourland and Phillip Orr, second, debate.
Calloway team members qualifing
for the final round were Vincent Alton,
boy's extemporaneous speaking; Evy
Jarrett, girl's extemporaneous speaking; Marie Brantly, poetry; and Lisa
Hale, prose.
The Calloway speech team is coached
by Larry England.

Transit Bus Service
To Close For Holiday
The Murray-Calloway County Transit
Bus Service will not be in operation
Thursday, Nov. 27, and Friday, Nov. 28,
due to the Thanksgiving holiday, according to Sue Morris, transit service
manager.
Morris added that the bus service will
resume its operation Monday,Dec. 1.

inside today
Complete details in stories and photos on Murray State University's
football rout over Western Kentucky University and preseason basketball
win over the England National team are featured in today's sports section.

today's index
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cloudy and cold
Cloudy and cold today with rain
ending, temperatures remaining
in the 40s today. Clearing and
cold tonight with lows in the upper 20s to low 30s. Mostly sunny
and continued cold on Tuesday
with highs in the low to mid 40s.
Chance of rain mixed with or
chr;riging to snow Wednesday.
Cake Levels
Lake Barkley
Kentucky Lake

.
354.74- •
354.78

By DAVID HIBBITIS
Sports Editor
By the time Murray State quarterback Gino Gibbs had scrambled out ofthe pocket for a 14-yard gain and three
plays later had threaded the middle of
the Western Kentucky secondary for a
16-yard pass to Anthony Robbins, it was
evident that the offense which had sputtered during the last two games was
back.
The offense came so far back in the
Racers' 49-0 obliteration of the Hilltoppers Saturday that it only needed nine
plays to score 21 of the 28 secondquarter points that left the halftime
score at 35-0 in favor of MSU.
"They really laid the wood to us,"
Western coach Jimmy Feix said. "We
just took a good ole country whipping
today.

''Their offense really shocked us with
their big plays. Murray would be a
tremendous representative in the Division I-AA playoffs.'They played today
r
like I thought they could all yeat,"
Switching to a straight drop into the
pocket, in contrast with the rollout attack of earlier games, with a more
balanced running attack, combining
draws and perfectly-timed pitches,
Gibbs engineered the offense to 474
total yards,366 in the first half.
"We just felt since it was probably
our last game that we had nothing to
lose," Gibbs said about an offense that
abandoned the conservative attack that
had left it in stagnation at- different
times earlier in the season.
See BIG PLAYS;
Page 6, Column 1

City, County Offices, Schools
Will Close For Thanksgiving

TOURNEY CHAMPS — The Calloway County High School varsity and
junior varsity speech teams took first and third places, respectively, in the
1 1 th Annual Bullitt Central Speech Tournament. The varsity scored 340
points while the junior varsity totalled 198. The teams are coached by
Larry England.

All offices in the Calloway County
courthouse will be closed on Thursday,
Nov. 27, and Friday, Nov. 28, for the
Thanksgiving holiday. Offices in city
hall, with the exception of the police
and fire departments, will be closed only on Thanksgiving Day.
Murray State University will not
have classes on Wednesday, Thursday,
Fride or Saturday. Classes will begin
at t:30 a.m. Monday, Dec. 1. Administrative offices will close at noon
on Wednesday and will reopen Monday,

Dec. 1.
Students in the Calloway County
School System will be dismissed one
hour early Wednesday for the holiday .
Busses will also run one hour early
Classes will not be held Thursday or
Friday.
.Murray Independent School Systeni
staidents will have a full day of classes
on Wednesday before dismissing
Thursday and Friday.
The Murray Ledger & Times will not
publish on Thanksgiving Day.

Following Second Worst Hotel Fire In U.S. History

MGM Grand Owners Say It Will Reopen
By LINDA DEUTSCH
Clark County Coroner Otto Ravenholt
Asaociated Press Writer
said he did not expect that any more
LAS VEGAS, Nev. API - As
bodies w6uld turn up.
galkers photographed the charred
"It may have been a blessing in
wreckage of the deadly fire at the MGM
disguise" that the alarm system did not
Grand hotel and guards stood by to fend
go off at the MGM Grand, Benninger
off looters, operators of the hotel said it
, said. "A lot of guests would have gone
would reopen in seven months with all
into the hallways and suffocated from
its former glitter.
the smoke. Staying in their rooms may
But Fred Benninger, ctiairman of the
have saved them," Benninger contendboard of MGM Grand Hotels Inc.,
ed.
wouldn't say Sunday whether the new
Fire officials said they would close
MGM Grand would include smoke
their investigation of the blaze today.
detectors or sprinklers in all rooms.
"We may have some officials from
The hotel had sprinklers only on the
Washington and elsewhere going in
first two floors and the 26th floor and
there to observe what happened," said
guests said they heard no alarms before
tat. Ralph Dinsman. "But as
.far as
choking black smoke filled the 26-stoca•
we're concerned, Hie investieetitira—
building Friday. The fire, the second
concluded."
worst ever in an American hotel, killed
Meanwtiile, in Reno, a grease fire.
83 people and injured more than 500.
broke out Sunday night in`altitchen at

Harrah's Club, forcing evacuation of
the 25-story hotel-casino. No injuries
were reported and guests were allowed
to return after the blaze was extinguished.
Armed guards ringed the MGM
Grand hotel as survivors went back in
to reclaim their possessions and complained that their rooms had been
tooled.
"There's some stealing going on up
there," said policeman Dan Harness.
"There's one lady who lost a $30.000
ring. We won't know how much was last
until later, when people go home, look
in their suitcases and really see what's
It was not krithim how much of the
hotel's money was lost in the fire.
Nevada Gaming Commission ('hair'man Harry Reid said he Re befftved the

hotel would have had at least $1 million
unhand to pay off gamblers.
One security guard at the hotel, John
R. McManus, 47, a retired New York
police sergeant, was arrested Saturday
at the neighboring Barbary Coast Hotel
after allegedly dropping fire-blackened
coins into a slot machine. He was arrested for investigation of grand
larceny and carrying a concealed
weapon.
Authorities guessed there were about
8,000 people in the building at the time,
including 5,000 guests and 1,500
gamblers who walked in off the street. •
• Boninger aromised to reopen 'tlic
2,076-ioom MGM Grand with a new addition by July 1. but he would not
discuss what safety meaavres would be
taken.
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Bridal Vrents-

PAGE: 3 TI

Held, Honor, Miss McCord
Miss Debbie McCord, brideelect of Cliff Dibble, has been
honored with three pre-nuptial
events.
Mrs. Sheri Wright, Mrs.
Irina Cooper, Mrs. Krista
Thompson, Mrs. Gay Koberson, and Mrs. Stacey Jones,
were hostesses, for a bridal
brunch held Saturday. Nov. 8.
at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Will D. Thornton, parents of
Mrs. Wright.
The hostesses presented
Miss McCord with a corsage of
yellow spider mums. .
Refreshments consisting of
honw-made banana nut and
pear bread, cinnamon

ROBERTSON PTA - Mary Ryan, principal, seated left
top photo, talks with officers of the Robertson School
Parent-Teacher Association. Pictured, seated, from left,
are Rev. R. E. Rebates and Milton Gresham, and standing,
Ann Roberson. In the bottom photo are PTA committee
hairmen including, from left, seated, Cheryl Crouch and
Paula Compton, and standing, Carole Holcomb and Sue
ance.

Mrs. Jane Stokes. Mrs.
Terri Futrell, Mrs. Joyce
Houston, Mrs. Jean Cooper,
Mrs., Polly Garland, Mrs.
Mitchell and Miss Jan
Cooper, were hostesses for a
coffee held on Saturday, Nov.
15,at the home of Mrs. Stokes.
For the occasion, the
honoree chose to wear a plaid
wool skirt and sweater from

•

Moi
Hospice
from 7 tot
Calloway.

her trousseau. The hostesses
presented her with a corsage
of a yellow rose.'
Refreshments were served
from a table covered with a
family heirloom quilt and
centered with an arrangement
of yellow chrysanthemums.
Miss McCord was presented
with a place setting of her
chosen pattern of pottery by
the hostesses.

biscuits, ham and biscuits,
cheese ball, crackers and a •
fruit bowl were served from
appointments of wicker and
wood.
Miss McCord was presented
a brass engraved 'doorknocker from the hostesses.

Hu mar
Calloway
7 p.m. at t
lie x of
Library.
CHILDREN'S PARTY
Forty children between the
ages of 4 and 15 attended the
party held by the Thurman
School of Dance at the studio
on Highway 121 North, Murray. In the side photo is
Charles H. (Boogie) Thur• man, who with his wife, Elsie,
operates the school, dancing
with Shannon Shields at the
party. In the top photo are pictured some of the children am
the party.

Mrs. Beverly Garland, Mrs.
Bettye Miller and Mrs. Anna
Faye Taylor, were hostesses
fora brunch held Wednesday,
Nov. 19, at Dakota Feed and
Grain.
For the occasion the
honoree chose to wear a corduroy skirt, shirt and sweater
-from her -trousseau. The
hostesses presented her with a
corsage of miniature pine
cones tied with ribbons of fall
colors.
The table was covered with
an Indian print cloth and
centered with an arrangement
of yellow mums. Guests were.
served egg and bacon
casserole, spiced apple slices,
ham and biscuits, banana nut
bread and cheesecake.
Miss McCord was presented
a wicker lamp Awn the
hostesses.

McCord-DtbbleWeddtng
Scheduled On Saturday

Robertson School PTA
ans Meeting ues ay
•

The- Robertson Elementary
Parent-Teacher
School
A.sscciation will meet Tues,1,,, Nov 25, at 7 p.m. with atnce to be taken from 6:45
10 a.m. in the front lobby.
•
Mrs. Willie Belle Farless,
nuraraan,.and children of the
second grade will present the
progr on the library and book
cek.
All parents are urged to attend. said the Rev. R. E.
Rabatin, president of the PTA.
Other officers are Milton
' Gresham,first vice president;
Norma Themes, second vice
president; Ann Roberson,
secretary; Joan Niffenegger,
treasurer.
Committee- chairmen ar_e
Cheryl Crouch, projects;
Paula Compten, teacher appreciation; Carole Holcomb,
•
publicity; Sue Vance, field
day; Judy Payne, pictures;
•
Sue Pennington, social; Nan.
cy Thurman,safety.
The PTA board met recently
to plan various activities for
the year. Willie Bell' Farless,
librarian, gave a report on the

Held Oyer Thru Thur I I 27

7:00.9:25

URBAN
COWBOY'

Miss Deborah Lynn McCord, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Herbert Donald McCord,
and Clifford Keith Dibble, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Dibble,
have completed plans for their
wedding on Saturday.-Nov.
The ceremony will be solemnized at 7 p.m. at the home of
the bride-elect's parents in
Kingswood Subdivision, with
the Rev. Dr. David C. Roos officiating. A program of music
will be presented by Miss Molly Valentine, accompanied by
Jeff Woods and Mrs.-Margaret
Boone.
The bride-elect has chosen
Mrs. Ann Kelly Bolin as her

Tau Phi Lambda Unit 827
o Meet At Hall Tuesday

library media center.
The officers and committee
chairmen urge all parents to
attend the meeting on'Tues.'
.
day and to talk with the " The Tau Phi Lambda &irontea chers concerning their ty, Unit 827,of the Woodmen of
children and their work and the World will meet Tuesday,
study habits.
Nov. 25, at 7 p.m. at the

Your Individual
Horoscope
7_

matron of honor; and Mrs.
Terri Futrell and Mrs. Terri
Benton, sister of the brideelect,as her bridesmaids.
Best Man for Mr. Dibble will
be Ralph Dibble, brother of
the groom-elect. Groomsmen
will be Eddie Rollins and
Larry Benton.
Mrs.Donna Cathey,sister of
the bride-elect, will keep the
guest register.
Following the ceremony the
reception will be held at the
University Branch of the Bank
of Murray.
XII friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding
and the reception. Only out of
town invitations will be sent.

Fraaces Drake

FOR TUESDAY,NOVENBER 25, 1980
SAGITTARIUS
" What kind of day will tomor(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
row be? To find out what the
A friend is uncooperative.
itars,say, read -.the forecast
Do further research about ingiven for your birth Sign.
vestments. Chances are so•
meone will gloss over the corARMS
4 rect picture.
01
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19 I 111
CAPRICORN
Don't let domestic problems
cause dissension among fami- (Dec.22 to..Jan. 19)
You may be hesitant about
ly members. Pull together,
going out, but you'll * hapand you'll find workable solupier if you follow the lead of
tions.
friends and loved ones. You'll
TAURUS
have a good time.
(Apr.20 to May 20) tikti,
Work may be on your mind, AQUARIUS
but be receptive to the (Jan.20 to Feb. 18
You'll make progress at
thoughts of a close tie. listen.
work despite distractions. But
Nebulous trends cloud
forego socializiw and take adbusiness negotations.
vantage of an opportunity that
GEMINI
r comes now.
(May 21 to June 20) 1/./i
Monetary prospects im- PISCES
prove, but so does the tenden- ( Feb. 19 to Mar.20) Refrain from
mixing
cy to overspend on pleasure.
Be alert to favorable job open- business with pleasure. You'll
better
a
have
time
ings.
with a loved one or a friend from a disCANCER
tant place.
( June21 to July 22)
Watch emotional outbursts
YOU BORN TODAY have a
if you don't get your way. Try
something new in the way of fine intellect, which if put into
Evening the,service of humanitarian
entertainment.
causes, will bring you, much
should be romantic.
success. You have an innate
LEO
July 23 to Aug. 22) vIstVirs, understanding of the needs of
Home life is favored over your fellowman and would
the search for good times. make a fine public servant.
Peace and maet gives you a Teaching, law, religion and
new perspective. Partners are psychology may appeal to
you. You have the ability to
supportive.
commercialize your artistic
VIRGO "
talents and will have success
( Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
Making plans with friends is in painting, architecture and
OK But the day doesn't favor music. Large enterprises are
inviting others over. Confu- your natural milieu, but at
sion passible on the hod* times you can procrastinate.
front.
Business and engineering are
also favorable, fields. BirLIBRA
thdate of: Johri F. Kennedy
(Sept.23 to Oct. 22) —
Make initial inquiries about Jr., president's son; Andrew
raises or bonuses, but don't be Carneigie, industrialist; and
making Joe DiMaggio,baseball star.
rushed
into
agreements. Be tactful and
avoid power plays.

Woodmen Hall.
An installation service will
be held and all.members are
urged to'attend, according to
Ann Spann,president.
The unit held its October
meeting in the home of Betty
Baker with Mrs. Spann
presiding. Reports wdre given
by Diana Lyons, secretary;
Linda Fain, treasurer; Donna
Garland on the party on Oct.
27 tor the Rangers and
Rangerettes and the chili and
hot dog supper for the groups
on Nov.,10.
A pledge ceremony for new
members was held Sunday,
Nov. 2,at the WOW Hall.
Plans WifielITOW Family
Christmas Supper were announced for Dec.4 at the WOW
Hall. The sorority will furnish
decorations.
Darlene Morris won the
door prize. Linda Fain was
cohostess with Mrd. Baker.
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( Oct.23to Nov. 21
rkeltE•
When to "lay your cards on
the table and when to hold
back- is today's question.
Estimates about repairs now
may not be accurate.

Tarantulas may live to be 30
years old.
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Is Coming'
1205 Main St.
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GUEST SPEAKER + The
Rev, Leon DeHaan, youth
pastor of the Christian
Fellowship Church in this
area, will speak at the
Women's Aglow Fellowship on
Tuesday, Nov. 25, at 10:30
a.m. at the Gateway
Steakhouse in Draffenville,
Highway 68. Lunch will be
served and Rev. DeHaan will
speak at abou 11:30 a.m. The
speaker,a native of Northwest
Iowa, attended Christ for the
Nations Institute in Dallas,
Texas, and in 1977, he
graduated and travelled' one
year with the Signs of Love, a
choir that ministers to the
deaf. The public is invited and
for information call Ruth
Holland at 1-527-8343.

Ilevo-revre dilemmas fade
after a WELCOME WAGON call.
As your Nosiest, it's my job te help you make the
most of your sew neighborhood. Our shopping
Community eppertveities. Special attractions. Lots
of facts to save you time and money.
Phis a basket if gifts for your family.
I'll be Wooing for your Gall.

o
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Inge King 492-8348
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District
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will meet
private di
Murray-C
Hospital.

ing. the neck.
The various causes of backaches are explained in The
Health Letter number 13-10.
Backache and What to Do
about It that I'm sending you.
It also explains the types of
exercises commonly ' used.
Others who want- this issue
can send 75 cents with a long,
stamped, self-addressed envelope for it to me, in care of
this newspaper, P.O. • Box
1551, Radio City Station, New
York, NY 10019,
.. Properly done exercises are
extremely helpful in people
who have backaches because
of poor posture and weak
muscles. I don't advise starting an exercise program for
anyone, however, until after a
good evaluation by • a physician. If you happen to have
degenerating bone because of
bone cancer, you need an
entirely different kind of
treatment than exercises. I'M
not suggesting that's your
problem because you're a
young female and it. would-bemost unlikely in your case.
I'd also like for you to see a
specialist in physical medicine to be checked carefully
to see that your posture is correct and that you don't have
one short leg that you're not
aware of. Then I think you
should develop a regular
exercise program that
involves strengthening the
muscles in the back and also
the muscles of the abdomen:
These forms of exercises are,
outlined in The Health Letter
I'm sending you. Weak
abdominal muscles and weak
back muscles are a frequent
contributing factor to recurrent backache.
For people who use exercis-

es

appropriately for back.'
aches related to muscular
skeletal problems, it's important to continue the exercises-on a regular or daily basis.
When they are stopped -and
the muscles are allowed to get
weak again, the backaches
are apt to return.
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SIDS Group Meeting
Scheduled Tuesday
SIDS, the support group for Sudden Death Syndrome, will
meet Tuesday, Nov. 25, at 7:30'p.m. at the Calloway County
Health Center, 701 Olive'Street, Murray.Persons are askedto note the changt from Thursday due to the Thanksgiving •
holiday.
Any person who has lost a child through SID. accident, or
illness is encouraged to attend, said Lillian Robertson GLPN
who is leader for the group.

Wranglers,To Meet
The Wranglers Riding Club will meet Tuesday. Nov. 25, at
7:30 p.m. at tOe home of Mike and Carolyn Manning.
All m•--eare urged to attend as officers for the coming
year will be elected,a club spokesman said.
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PORTRAITS TO BE DELIVERED
BEFORE CHRISTMAS

BONUS
GIFT

FREE
WITH PACKAGE
1 5 7
5 - WALLETS
COMPLETE Estasal

II L 10

STUDIOS

rtlit

Come aPrlid See The
Arts Crafts

The Book

NEM

DAYS: MON., TUES., & WED.
WES: NOV. 24, 25, & 26
HOURS: 11-7

Christmas
Gift This
Homemade Touch
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s

A

loa...8 X7

REGAL

Getting settled
made simple.

'

Adult G:
sion Group
at the
Library.

As port of a nationwide ad
vertising test, we will send a
pair of .25 pt. genuine
diamond earrings to anyone
who responds to this ad
within 30 days, for just
$5.00 a pair. To receive your
genuine diamond earrings,
simply print your name and
address on a piece of paper,
together with the name and
dote of this publication. The
genuine,
diamonds ore
faceted diamonds, and we
will also send you a signed
Certificate of Authentititj to
that effect. If you are disapT
pointed with your diamond
earrings when they ornie,
simply return them .for loll
refund (escept postage and
handling). Send 55.00 for
each pair of earrings desired,
plus 51.00 per order to cover
postage and handling (LIMIT,
5 pair to any one address) to,
Advertising Test, Dept. CV
400 DIAMOND. IMPORT
DIVISION, Box 238, Island
Park, N.Y. 11558

Exercise for backache?

•

Watch For
Grand Opening

-Riecovei
7:30 p.m.
North SI
Streets.

DO YOU READ
TINY ADS
LIKE THIS?

HEALTH

DEAR DR. LAMB - I'm 27
years old and female. I'm not
overweight but I do have back
trouble and neck trouble. I've
had back trouble for five
years. I had a myelogram and.
a discogram and both were
negative. •
Each time I strain my back
I end up in the hospital in
either neck traction or back
traction for two trffour weeks.
The burning is unbelievable
and so is the pain. I just woke
up one day with such neck
pain that it was diagnosed as
a pinched nerve. Now my low
back is out on me. In between
these flare ups, I'm fine. But
if I twist or strain in a small
way I end up in the hospital.
I've heard that exercises
help immensely. Is this true? I
would rather have any disease
instead of this back condition
as I live in fear every day
wondering when my next
attack is going to be. —
DEAR READER - Your
story sounds more severe-than
-the -problems experienced by
many people but, nevertheless, back complaints are one
of the most common problems
in our society.
A backache or a neckache is
a symptom. Either can be
caused by many different
things. Sometimes people
have a backaehe because of
problems in their digestive
System rather than something
in their spine or the muscles
in their back. In other
instances it's because of a
ruptured disc or muscle
strain. There may be underlying postural problems such as
one leg may be a little shorter
than the other causing a complete imbalance of the spine
all the way up to, and includ-
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Community Happenings
Tuesday, Nov.25
Monday, Nov. 24
Pack 76 of the Cub Scouts at
Hospice Program will be
from 7 to9 p.m. at the Murray- North Calloway Elementary
School will meet at 7 p.m. at
Calloway County Hospital.
the school
Humane S-ociety of
Calloway County will meet at
Wranglers Riding Club will
7 p.m. at the'Library Arts Annex of Calloway Public meet at 7:30 p.m. at the home
of Mike and-Carolyn Manning.
Library.
This will be an important
Baptist Men of Sinking Spr- meeting and all nembers are
ing Church will meet at 7 p.m. urged to attend.
at Big Joe's Family
Restaurant.
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority,
., will meet at Unit 827, WOW, will meet at 7
'Recovery, Inc.
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center, p.m. at the WOW Hall.
North Seventh and Olive
Streets.
Your
Special class on

PARTY +
between the
attended the
he Thurman
at the studio
North, Murde photo is
iogie Thuris stile. Elsie,
0101, dam•ing
hields at the
photo are pier children at

Adult Great Books Discussion Group will meet at 7 p.m.
at the Calloway Public
Library.

READ
5
i?

District 17,
Unit I, Licensed
Practical Nurses Association,
will meet at 7 p.m. in the
private dining room of the
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital.
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Amazing .Infant" will be at
9:30 a.m. at the Memorial
Baptist 'Church with Mary
Usher as instructor. For information call 759-1294.
Men's Prayer Breakfast of
Methodist
United
First
Church will be at 7 a.m.

Murray Art Guild will be
open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Overeaters Anonymous will
meet at 12 noon on the second
floor of the Baptist tudent
Union, North 15th St t.
—
Douglas Center and Hazel
Center will be open from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by
the Senior Citizens with lunch
at 12 noon at Douglas and at
11:45 a.m. at Hazel.

Front Porch Swing will
meet at 7 p.m. at the library of
the First Christian Church.
—
Murray Art Guild will be
open from 9 atii. tu 5 p.m.
Quad-State junior bands
concert, involving approximately 75 junior high school
students from seven states,
will be at 7 p.m. at the Lovett
Auditorium, Murray State
University.

Senior Citizens will meet as
follows: Dexter at 9:30 a.m, at
the Dexter Center; Douglas
Center from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.;
Hazel Center from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m.; Murray at Ellis Center
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Tuesday, Nov. 25
Bible Journaling Group will
meet in the home- of Mr.. and
Mrs. Bill Marvin, 1658 College
Terrace, at 7 p.m.

Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly) Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
Center.
'.Singles Class of Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ will
meet at 7 p.m. at the church.
Murray Art Guild will be
open from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Alcoholics Anonymous will
meet al 8 p.m. at the west end
of the West Kentucky Exposition Center.

Basketball Jamboree of
Calloway Middle School,sponsored by Calloway Boosters
Support Group for SIDS
Club, will be at 6 p.m. at . (sudden death syndrome, will
Calloway High SchOol gym.
be at 7:30 p.m. at the Calloway
County Health Department.
Robertson School PTA will Note change from Thursday to
meet at 7 p.m. at the school.
Tuesday.

"That's the way
you want

Thursday, Nov. 27
Community Thanksgiving
Service, sponsored by the
County
Murray-Calloway
Ministerial Association, will
be at 10 a.m. at the First
Assembly of God Church,
South 16th and Glendale Road,
at 10 a.m.

cLeaneRs
CENRA)SHOPPING CENTER
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non.753-952S

Shirts on"
Laundered and pressed
to perfection
folded or on hangers

prices good all week!

Photo by Kaye Peebles

Anzericans Find—

Way To Take Rent-Free Vacations
By Swapping Houses With Families
By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
Thousands of Americans
have found a way to take rentfree vacations by swapping
their houses with, families in
faraway places. But a successful trade takes careful

and the chapter's goal is 100
by the end of 1980.
Others present at the committee meeting were Gussie
Adams; second vice president;
Van
Valentine,
secretary; Max Hurt and Bob
Douglas-, legislative coThe NARFE chapter will chairmen; Kenneth Grogan,
not have a regular member- service chairman; Lester
Nanny, sunshine'
ship meeting in November due
chairman;
to the Thanksgiving holiday, Lowell Palmer,senior citizens
but will have a Christmas lun- represenative; Mildred
cheon on Friday, Dec. 12, at • Ragsdale, publicity chair11:30 a.m, at the Colonial man; C. 0. Bondurant,
House Smorgasbord with Con- membership chairman;
gressman Carroll Hubbard as Lester Garland, member „of
the program committee; and
speaker.
Marshall Henry, member of
Eighty-six members belong
to the local NARFE chapter , the Ad Hoc committee.
I ii

Nashville Trip To
Be Taken Dec. 6

DRY

A DEMONSTRATION by Sallie Guy, well known area weaving artist, was an introduction to Carter School fourth graders for a weaving unit taught by jenny Piech,
city schools art teacher. The students will experiment with spinning, dyeing, and
weaving wool into a wall hanging. In photo Mrs. Guy is holding wool which will be
used for spinning. She demonstrated spinning with cotton and flax and spinning
techniques with a drop spindle and a spinning wheel. The appearance of Mrs. Guy was
a part of an ongoing program initiated by Miss Piech to introduce children to working
;,artists in the community.

The Executive Committee
of the Kentucky Lake Chapter
of the National Association of
Retired Federal Employees
met Thursday, Nov. 6, at he
Triangle Inn with Gene Tafrry,
president, presiding.
'

Senior
Citizens

one HOUR

(Ilt. Interest To

Local NARFE Chapter
Plans Luncheon Here

(
HI bili Ie.,

Nov 25,26

• A Rook Tournament will be held at the Lake Barkley State
Park near Cadiz starting Friday, Jan. 23, and continuing on
Saturday and Sunday, Jan. 24 and 25, with Bobby Hancock as
director.
Registration is open to the public and teams from across
the statiare invited to participate. All interested persons are
urged to call the park at 1-502-924-1171 for further details,
Hancock said.
The winners of this official Rook tournament will treceive
trophies and Pass-Ports to Pleasure gift certificates
redeemable at any of the Kentucky state parks; and the winning team will also be eligible to play at future competitions
Parker Bros may sponsor for Rook,said Hancock.

All classes scheduled on this
date and until 7:30 a.m. on
Monday, Dec. 1, at Murray
State University will be
dismissed for the Thanksgiving holidays.

Mothers' Morning Out will
be at 9 a.m: at the First United • Thanksgiving service by
West Fork, Kirksey, ColMethodist Church.
dwater,and Owen's Chapel
Parents Anonymous will Baptist Churches will be held
meet itafiattge For infor- at 7 p.m. at die Owen's Chapel
matioffilln.71-75-3-5995 or 435- Church, located on Penny4385.
Airport Road,Highway 783.

- Reservations for the dinner
on Dec. 1 by the Retired
Teachers of Calloway County
should be made by today by
calling Lorene Swann at 7531760 or Ruth Caldwell at 7533906.

Rook Tournament

Wednesday, Nov. 26
Salem, Sinking Spring, and
Oak Grove Baptist Churches
will have a community
Thanksgiving service at the
Salem Church, north of Lynn
Grove on Highway 893 at 7
p.m. The public is invited.

A special trip by the
County
Murray-Calloway
Senior Citizens has been planned for Saturday, Dec. 6, to
the Hickory Hollow Mall at
Nashville, Tenn.
The Brooks bus will leave
Paducah at 6:30 a.m., Benton
at 7:15 a.m., and Murray at 8
a.m. The bus will return to
Murray at6 p.m.
The'cost of the trip will be
$19. Persons interested 'may
write for reservations to the
Murray office at 106 North
Fourth Street, Murray, or call
753-0929 or 753-8274, according
to Toopie Thomas, coordinator.

-)

Elm Grove,fromen
Make Tray Cards
At Church Meeting
Tray cards for the patients
at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital were made by
members of the Elm Grove
Baptist Church. WMU at the
meeting held Nov. 4 at 10 a.m.
at the church.
A sack lunch was served at
noon and the regular program
from the Royal Service
magazine was presented in
the afternoon by Juanita Lee,
Electa Fulkerson, and
Mildred Cook.
The president, Bobbie
Burkeen, presided with
Mildred Cook reading the
minutes and Mable Blalock
giving the call to prayer.
Others present were Lavine
Carter, Evelyn Alexander,
Opal Hale, Mildred Geurin,
June Crider, Zella Futrell, and
Floy Caldwell.
Plans for the week of prayer
for foreign missions for Dec. 1
to 5 were made.
Serving refreshments were
Juanita Lee and Mable
Blalock.

planning, well in advance.
The idea is simple. Find a
family in a city you'd like to
visit and exchange houses or.
apartments. You move into
their home; they move into
yours.
The advantages'are plain.
You have no hotel bills. Food
costs are flexible, since you
can do your own cooking as
often or as seldom as you
want. You have more space
than you would in a hotel. And
you learn what life is really
like in the • area you art
visiting.
The disadvantages are a little less obvious. You usually
won't get the kind of fringe
benefits you would at a hotel.
Most homes don't come with
maid service, for example.
You will have to trust your
home and possessions to a
stranger -- just as the
stranger is trusting his or hers
to you. There is no guarantee
of satisfaction.
There are several ways to
arrange a swap. Check the
classified ads in local
newspapers and magazines in
the places you want to visit.
Many of them include exchange offers.
•
If you want a more formal
arrangement, consider an exchange service. These services will, for a fee, put potential swappers in touch with
each other.
The exchange services
publish directories of wouldbe traders. You pay a fee to
list your house. In erxchange.
you get the directory. In some
cases, you can subscribe to the
directory alone, without

listing your house. Many of the
services include houses
overseas as well as in the
United States. Some also offer
rentals for families who prefer
not to swap, but still want an
alternative to a hotel.
The Vacation Exchange
Club Inc. of New York City,
which is celebrating its 20th
anniversary this year, is one
of, the oldest services and its
operation is typical.
The club publishes two
directories — one in
February, the other in April.
The deadline for listing in the
February directoryit Dec. 17;
the deatline for the April edition is Feb. 15. It costs $18 to
list your house; a subscription
to the directories alone is $12.
Most of the 'exchange services do not actually arrange
swaps. Once you have the
directory you are on your own.
There are several things you
can do to avoid trouble and increase your chances of a successful swap. Among them:
--Be as specific as possible
in your initial negotiations.
Are you willing to let someone
else use your car? Are there
plants to be watered? Animals
which have to be fed? Do you
want a non-smoker. —Agree ahead of time who
will pay for what.
—Describe yourself and
your neighborhood. Leave.
names of people to call in
emergencies.
—Check your insurance
policy to see if you need extra
coverage.
The address of the Vacation
Exchange Club is 350 Broadway, New York, N.Y., 10013.

Senior Citizens
Nutrition Program Menus
For The Week Are Listed
The menus for the Nutrition
Program for the Elderly and
the Meals on Wheels have
been released for this. week.
Meals will be served at 12 noon
at Douglas and at 11:45 a.m. at
Hazel each day except
Thursday, and at 12 noon on
Tuesday at Ellis Center.
Meals will be sent each day including Thursday, Thanksgiving day.
Menus are as follows:
Monday — Sloppy joes,
green beans, scalloped
potatoes, hot roll,
Tuesday — Tuna salad, baked beans, lettuce wedge,- hot
roll, peach cobbler.
Wednesday — Roast turkey,
cranberry salad, peas with
whole carrots, sausage dressing, hot roll, cherry cheese
cake, orange.
Thursday — (Bag Lunch I —
vegetable soup and vienna
sausage in cans, can pork and
beans, two crackers. apple,
orange, banana, Danish
Meatloaf, mixed
Friday

1/
Sweater Tops 2
1 Rack Of

In A Variety Of Colors
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Also a nice selection of Holiday Groups:
Koret, Joyce, Catalina, Center Stage &
Velvet Blazers, Brown, Black, Blue &
Green

THE
CLOTHES
CLOSET

Speaks On Mission Work
At The Caldwell Home

Southside Shopping Center

Ni.se

Lee Gamble, student at magazine on "Mission Work in
Murray State University, Los Angeles, Hong Kong, and
showed slides of his summer Singaporee.".The prayer calendar was
mission work in Northern
California and told of his ex- presented by Frances Brown
periences M his work there at with each member reading the
the meeting of the I,ottie Moon name of a missionary having a
Group of the First Baptist birthday on that day. The closChurch Women held Nov. 3 at ing prayer was by Frances
the home of Ruth Caldwell Brown.
The group will. not have a
with Lemma Warren as proregular meeting in December
gram leader.
but will have a short business
Mrs. Warren and Pauline meeting between the supper
McCoy presented materials and book study to be held Dec.
from the Royal Service 3 at the church.

Seiko creates a slim,
elegant dress quartz watch
that's your own personal
time control centei.
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GUEST LECTURER — Mrs. Patti Hostord, speech and language therapist in the Murray
City Schools, recently spoke to a social work class at Murray State University taught by
Dr. Rose Bogel. The class is exploring occupations in heolth related fielch and Mrs.
Hosford explained her responsibilities as a speech and language therapist with a
school system.
Photo by Kaye Peebles.
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We still treat kids to any item on'Our Kids Menu for 99c
Prices good at participating Sirloin Stockades Monday through Thursday
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DARNELL GIRL
Mr. and Mrs.' D. Kevin
Darnell of Decatur, Ga., are
the parents of a baby girl, Jennifer Renee, weighing -eight
pounds seven ounces, born on
Friday, Nov. 21, at a hospital
there.
. The mother, the former
Teresa Thompson, is a
registered nurse. The father is
associated with the C.P.A. Office of Johnson, Frazier and
Wright in Atlanta, Ga.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Solon Pat Darnell, Jim
Thompson. and the late Mrs •
Thompson, all of Decatur, Ga
Great grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Solon F. Darnell and
Mr. and Mrs. Burie Waldrop,
all of Murray.

Pre-Thanksgiving
Sale
Skirts
or
Pants W/glazer -

Lee Ganz ble—

s._,.., ,._., ,
,
.
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c
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with out0 liyou aniut eocio

greens, parslied potatoes, -hot
roii, oanana.
Margarine, milk, coffee or
tea is served each day.
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Furches Jewelry
East Side Square
Murray, Ky.
753-2835
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Looking Bac'le,
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10 Years Ago
Thomas W. Owens, David Kenneth
Wetmore, Roger Dale Dick, and
Thomas Shay were the four men from
Calloway County inducted into the
United States Army in the November
draft call, according to Mrs. Gussie
Adams, executive secretary of Local
Board No. 10 of the Selective Service.
The tobacco barn and seven acres of
tobacco of John Imes were destroyed
by fire last night.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Eva T.Youngblood, Mrs. Ruth Maronney, 42,
and David Maronney,8.
The Community Thanksgiving service will be held Nov. 25 at 7:30 p.m. at
the First Presbyterian Church with the
Rev. Dr. Frank N. Tinder, interim
pastor of the First Christian Church, as
speaker.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Lawrence J. Flowers on Nov,
19.
011ie C. Hall, chairman of the
Calloway County Agricultural Stablization and Conservation Committee,
discussed the use of the 1970 marketing
cards issued to growers of burley tobac-

EDITORIAL

Saving Small Business
(Reprinted by permission of
The Indianapolis Star)
Big business like Chrysler,
Ford and General Motors is not
the exclusive target of the long,
hard economic war of attrition.
Small business is suffering
heavier losses on a wider scale.
Of late "a record number of
.small businesses have gone
under," reported the Wall Street
Journal,They make up the bulk
of the 5,500 companies that have
failed during the current recession.
The damage may seem less
dramatic because it is so widespread. Actually, it is a severe
and dangerous drain on the
economy. Forty percent of the
nation's output of goods and services is in small business.
These companies are the red
corpuscles of free enterprise.
They are the foundation for
growth.
They are also victims of governmental greed. One of the
most flagrant examples is the
:leeching away of their resour,c.es
•by inheritance taxes. These are
:pitfalls for small businessmen
who want to leave their ventures to their heirs.
In Many cases, the wife Dr

children of the small businessman are forced to sell out in
order the pay the estate tax.
Remedial legislation is in the
works. Senate Bill 2220, the
Family Business Protection
Act, would alter present estate
tax laws so that up to half the
value of a family business rug
by the deceased owner's wife or
children, or a maximum
$500,000, would be exempt from
the tax. Existing law exempts
$175,000.
Independent small businesses
have been a vital part of the
American economy since colonial times — long before advent
of big corporations, holding
companies, conglomerates and
other supergiants with armies
of shrewd specialists to exploit
the complexities of overcomplicated tax laws.
Small business should remain
a healthy, vital and significant
part of the national economy. It
encourages inventiveness, individuality, innovation and vision.
It is a training ground for business "general practitioners" and
practical thinkers and men and
wornen -Of action who know the
big picture of an enterprise and
know it thoroughly.

Leper To The Editor

Thanks For The Thoughts
Dear Editor:
It is a pleasure and privilege to tell
people that I come from Murray,
-Calloway County, Kentucky. I believe
-we have the most caring and concerning persons living in our county and
'town, than can be found anywhere in
The world.
My husband, Pat, and I want to con-vey our most sincere thanks to
:everyone who was so thoughtful and...
:kind in remembering me during my ex:tended hospitalizations in Murray,
Memphis and Nashville, and my most
;recent 9-week stay in Mayo's at
Rochester, Minnesota.
Each day was made a little easier by
:your cards, letters, phone calls, visits,
'and most of all, the prayers of so many
individuals and churches and special
.church groups in this community. I
repeat, Murray and Calloway County
have the greatest people in the world
living here.
In Rochester, it was interesting to
watch the green leaves gradually turn
.to their full fall color fall from the bran-ches, and snow begin to fall, all within
:the 9-week period I was there. I would
'also like to share with you, that a small
ake, within the City of Rochester, does
:not freeze during their cold winters,
:and from 40,000 to 50,000 Canada geese
:will nest around this lake during the
'Winter. All the citizens feed the geese
and we did manage to get a Picture of
Pat feeding them. I couldn't help thinking how nice it was that they felt secure
there each year and luiew they were in
a preserved area.
After I returned to Murray on
November 1, I again could enjoy the

Bible Thought
Raul bath skin Ids thousands and
David his ten thousands. — I Samuel
111:17.
Even in praise comparisons may be
odious, and evil quickening. There
should be prudence in our commendations. There is virtue in reserve.
We are all related to each other. Senntives should be recognized.
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hEARTIINE
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer questions and solve problems. If you have a
question or a problem not answered in
these columns, write to Heartline, 114
East Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. You will receive a prompt reply,
but you must include a self-addressed,
stamped envelope. The most useful
replies will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE : My friends and I have
been having a discussion about
Medicare supplement insurance
policies and trying to compare the different ones that we have. Can you explain to us the main points about a
policy being "renewable" and "noncancelable", and tell us which is best to
have?
ANSWER: There are basically three
types of health insurance under the
category of individual contracts. Since
a Medicare supplement is a type of
health insurance policy, this applies to

changing of the leaves at our home and
enjoy all the fall colors here in Kentucky. You know — I believe the colors
were prettier here than in Minnesota!
Could I be prejudiced about even the
leaves? I guess so. lam convalescing at
home now and I am returning to my office gradually. God willing, it won't be
long until I'll be back full time.
In the meantime, my deputy clerks
are experienced and well-trained in
their duties to assist anyone with a problem in our special area, and will be
happy to help in any way they can.
I want to again say "thanks" for all
the kindness shown to me and my family. I would appreciate it if you would
publish this letter.
Sincerely,
Frances W.Shea
Circuit-District Clerk

A. Company can cancel your policy
anytime they want to with written
notice.
B. Company can cancel you on
premium due date, which might be
monthly, quarterly, semi-annually or
annually.
C. Company can cancel you on anniversary date of policy ( date policy
first went into effect).
Type
2.
Guaranteed
renewable—These policies offer
guaranteed protection for a specific
number of years, until a certain age, or
for life.
Type 3. Non-cancelable and
guaranteed renewable—These policies
offer guaranteed protection like the
guaranteed renewable and the
premium can never be raised.
There are policies on the market today which are advertised and sold as
non-cancelable, but the company can
refuse to renew the policy on the
policy's anniversary date. Technically,

there is a difference between having a
policy canceled and having a company
refuse to renew it. In reality, it means
the same thing to you — no coverage.
An agent or advertisement may emphasize the fact that the policy can
never be canceled. However, that agent
or advertisement may not mention that
the company can refuse to renew the
policy. The policy may have "NONCANCELABLE" written across its face
. in large letters. But small print
elsewhere may contain a sentence like,
-"The company reserves the right to
refuse renewal on anniversary date of
'policy." Not all non-cancelable policies
are like this, but you need to know
whether yours is or is not.
For this reason, Heartline has introduced a new service for our readers.
You can mail us a, copy of your insurance policy and we will send you an
evaluation of the policy: This evaluation will point out such areas where
your policy may be lacking in coverage.
Mail your copied policy to Heartline's
Policy Evaluation, 114 East Dayton St.,
West' Alexandria, Ohio 45381. The
charge for this service is $1.00 per
policy.

Business Mirror

Market Questions
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The Story Of

Calloway County
1822-1976

Medicare supplements also.
Type 1. Renewable at the option of the
company—There are variations of this
type of policy.

By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
CalgarrIght.
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In updating governmental machinery to greater expedite service to the public, fiscal court appropriated $12,000 providing for
the installation of a copying, duplicating, exposing, processing and
reflectory equipment in the office of the county court Iclerk, thereby
effecting a far more efficient and accurate recording of important
documents. That was needed?
Hazel lost one of its long-standing leaders in the death of
J. M. Marshall June 8, 1970, within a few months after he relinguished his position of president of the Dees Bank of Hazel after
48 years with the bank. Mr. Marshall had always been a political
force in the southern part of the'county in an era when banks were
leading lights of the political forum in this community. Tie was
buried in Hazel Cemetery.
Grinding of wheat and corn, a basic human needs factor in
Calloway County since the first days of organization in 1822, surrendered to the outreaching arms of transportation progress in 1970
with the exception of one gallant survival, Lynn Grove Milling Co.,
in the west side community by the name of Lynn Grove with its
famous product "Lynn Grove Best" wheat flour, a triple-advertising
compound perpetuating the town's illustrious history. Gordon and
Fleetwood Crouch celebrated their Golden Anniversary as owners
and operators of the mill in 1970 after acquiring ownership in 1919,
however the mill was established earlier in the century by Dr.
C. H. Crawford. Perpetuation of the flour mill must be credited
to the xledicated and persevering brothers who refused to fall even
in the Great Depression with their no-fault fall-proof biscuit flour.
Even an electric motor installed in the initial chaff of the Depression
of, 1930 provided electric energy uninterrupted for 40 years. No
doubt the brothers who had introduced electric power for former
steam power, nursed the motor with the tender, loting, care that
they did their surviving 150 customers, processing 12,000 to 15,000
bushels of wheat, who &mid withdraw allotments as family needs
demanded, leaving the -balance in storage with the miller boys.
Only one other employee assisted in the chores in 1970 in operating
the last wheat flour Mill in western Kentucky, a distinction that
merits 'Lynn Grove Best" as well as being the last.
To Be Conthused

NEW YORK ( AP) — In the nation's
financial centers ,these days the two
biggest questions are how long the
Reagan stock market will continue, and
how long the "recovery" will last if interest rates don't fall.
The prime interest rate has risen to 17
percent, and you don't have to look long
in the literature of financial forecasting
to find those who believe it will continue
rising, maybe to 20 percent or more.
Meanwhile, inflation continues just
as if it hadn't heard of the new
president-elect and wasn't concerned
about his promises to stand firm
against its advance. Inflation is confident; it is used to winning.
What drives the stock market ahead,
in spite of what used to be serious
obstacles, seems to be a widespread notion that eventually Reagan will
triumph over high prices, interest
rates, and taxes.
But how much can the market discount and how far ahead can it look?
Most analysts agree that Reagan faces
serious problems immediately.
Value Line Investment Survey, the
largest advisory service, observes that
high uneniployment, inflation and interest rate5 "will almost certainly be a
deterrent to renewed economic
growth." It adss:

ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opiniOns.
We at The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles to only those
which parallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public,
- we welcome a letter to the editor or
an authored article on whatever that
topic might be.

"Rising interest rates directly affect
almost all sectors of the economy. The
recent upturn in these rates threatens
to choke off the recovery which only
recently appeared."
The depth of the problem has been
stated several times in the past few
weeks by Henry Kaufman,a partner in
the investment banking firm of
Salomon Brothers and a profound commentator about credit markets.
"It would be dangerous for us as
citizens and for our new political
leadership to bask in the hope created
by the election," Kaufman told the New
York State Bankers Association on
November 21.
Inflation prospects are almost
everywhere, said Kaufman. In wage
demands, in deregulated oil prices, in
food products. And the credit system,
he said in effect, is now unlike anything
in our lifetimes.
He noted that debt continues to grow
rapidly—. at an annual rate of 11.5 percent in the 1970s compared with 7.5 percent in the 1960s.
If the credit system, and the high interest rates and prices, remain uncorrected, he said, "the worth of financial
savings will continue to diminish rapidly' the flight away from financial assets
will become prominent; and confidence
in political, economic and financial contractual arrangements will dissipate."
Fiscal policy, said Kaufman, must
gain credibility, and quickly, if a successful economic recovery is to be launched.
Therein lies a challenge to the new
administration,to the stock market and
to that vague measure of well-being
that is commonly called consumer confidence. All are ri
h right now.
But so are interes ales.
WRITE A LETTER
1,etters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number Will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.'
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times,Box 32, Murray,Ky.42071.
1.

Galen Thurman, Jr., was sworn in as
a new member of the Murray Planning
Commission at the meeting on Nov. 21,
according to Dr. Harry U. Whayne,
chairman of the commission.
Deaths reported include Ivan E.
Moore,72.
The Community Thanksgiving service, sponsored by the MurrayCalloway County Ministerial Association, will be held Nov. 24 at 10 a.m, at
the Memorial Baptist Church with the
Rev. Walter Mischke, Sr., pastor of the
First Methodist Church,as the speaker.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Hal Shipley, a boy to Mr.and
Mrs. Willie Springs, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Lovie Groves, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. John Hayes,a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Charlie Provine, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Fred V. Bradshaw, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs!-Harry T. Turner, and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Coleman J. McDevitt, Jr.
Mrs. Mary Milton, First District
president of the American Legion Auxiliary, will speak at the meeting of the
local auxiliary on Nov. 28, according to
Mrs. Ethel Key, president. Mrs.
Howard Olila will be guest soloist.
Calloway County High School Lakers
beat Cuba in a basketball game with
Curd being high scorer for Calloway
and Slay for Cuba.

3() Years Ago
A house at South Fourth and Vine
Streets, Murray, owned by Larry
Parker and occupied by Seth Cooper,
burned last. qght as the temperature
was near ztro. Calloway Countians
woke up this morning to rind the ground
covered with snow and Ice.
A herd of beef cattle will be added to
the livestock program of Murray State
College, according to Prof. A. Carman,
head of the Agriculture Department at
MSC.
Jack Carson, a veteran of 20 years'
service with the Kentucky Department
of Highways, has been named District
Engineer of the First District with
headquarters at Paducah.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Wyvan Holland on Nov. 19, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Pat Coleman on
Nov. 19, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
James H.Shelton,Sr., on Nov. 21.
Woody Herman and his Orchestra
will play for a dance and concert on
Dec. 5 at Murray State College.
Sue Holland of St. Anne, Ill., is the
guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. M.
B. Holland.
The Murray High School Tigers beat
Grove High of Paris, Tenn., by the
score of 20 to 0 in the annual Turkey
Day football game between the two
schools at Paris, Tenn.
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Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Nov. 24, the 329th
day of 1980. There are 37 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Nov. 24, 1963, Lee Harvey Oswald,
suspected assassin of President John F.
Kennedy, was shot to death in Dallas by
Jack Ruby as millions watched on live
1V0vision.
On this date:
In 1867, barbed wire was patented by
Joseph Glidden of DeKalb,Ill.
In . 1976, an earthquake hit eastern
Turkey, taking at least 574 lives. The
government estimated the death toll
could reach 3,000 or more.
Five years ago: Gov. Marvin Mandel
of Maryland and five colleagues or
political supporters were indicted by a
federal grand jury on charges of mail
fraud, bribery and "a pattern of
racketeering activiiy."
One year ago: Government investigators said tens of thousands of
U.S. servicemen in Vietnam may have
been exposed to Agent Orange, a toxic
herbicide linked to cancer, impotence
and genetic damage.
Today's birthdays: Writer and
political commentator William F.
Buckley Jr. is 55 years old. Former
New York City Mayor John Lindsay is
59. .
Thought For Today: The sooner
every party breaks up, the better —
Jane Austen, English novelist (17751817 ).
1
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Burley Tobacco Sales
Begin Today In State;
Record Prices Expected

le Mrs. Eva T.
Maronney, 42,

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Burley tobacco growers begin
converting their crop into cash
today when sales begin in Kentucky and seven other states.
Quality, along with higher
government price supports,
practically assures record
prices for the crop, described
as one of the best in recent
years.
Among the buyers will be
representatives of manufacturing interests in France,
West Germany, Japan and
other foreign countries.
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. said
he planned to be at the Marshall Tobacco Warehouse in
Lexington---to watch sales
there.
The average support price
will be $145.90 a hundred
pounds, up $12.79 from last
year. It will, however, go as
high as $162 for the best grade
of lug leaf. Any grade not bringing more than the support
price goes into a government
pool.
Kentucky, the largest
burley producing state, is expected to market _about 338.5
million pounds this year with
beltwide production estimated
at 555.4 million pounds. Tennessee, which ranks second
among the burley states, ex-
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Paschall Presented American
Farmer Degree At Ceremony

los
4211'
•O'

KANSAS CITY, Mo. — Kenpects to have a yield of 100
neth Paschall of Paris, Tenn.,
million pounds.
received the
American
Some Kentucky farmers
Fanner Degree at ceremonies
had problems this year blue
held during the 53rd National
mold but Agricultural ComConvention of the Future
missioner Alben Barkley says
Farmers of America (FFA),
that overall the fungus was not
in Kansas City. He was one of
as bad as last year.
781 FFA members selected to
Dry weather has kept
receive the American Farmer
growers from getting much of
Degree, the highest degree of
their tobacco ready for.
membership in the FFA. As a
market.
holder of the American
Volume is expected to be
Farmer Degree, he joins a
good for opening day though it
select group representing
could taper off if farmers are
about one percent of all the naunable to get more tobacco
tion's FFA members.
Doug Rinker (right), national president of the Future Farstripped quickly.
Paschall is the son of Mr.
mers of America, presented the American Farmer Degree
Robert Austin, vice chairand Mrs. Carves Paschall and
to
Kenneth
C.
Paschall
Paris,
Tenn., formerly of Hazel.
man of the Austin Company in
lives in Paris. They are
The American Farmer Degree is the'highest degree of
Greeneville, Tenn., said this
formerly of Hazel.
membership in the FFA. It was presented to 781 FFA
year's yield in Tennessee is
Each American Farmer
members during their 53rd National Convention held in
expected to fall short of deDegree recipient is presented
Kansas City, Missouri, November 12-14.
mand which is sure to send the
a gold key and certificate in
prices buyers pay way up.
"This is our second short
crop year," said Austin. "If
this had been a normal year
we could have met the demand." he said.
Sales throughout the eight
marketing states will be conducted today through Wednesday and again Friday of this
week with a one day break for
Thanksgiving.
Next week the market will
Bushy squirrel tads, red corn, wooly worms and mistletoe are a tew of the
start operating on a Monday
old-time methods of predicting the seveaty of a Kentucky winter. But, the
through Thursday schedule.
Kentucky Climate Center, located at Western Kentucky University in Bowling
Green, has a more scientific way of "guessing". what type weatlier we can expect. They maintain the climate records of the state and can utilize those
records to help predict conditions. Their records, containing temperature,
precipitation and other climatic elements, exist for 226 different locations in
the state and vary in length from a few years to 80 years or more. They can
become a Methodist minister tell you that the highest temperature Was 114F,
at preensburg in Green
or a vocational teacher.
County July 28, 19.30. Bonnieville in Hart County, recorded a minus 34F,
Elin Duckworth, vice presi- January 24, 1963, and Cynthiana
tied that mark on Jan. 28 of that same
dent of the FFA's Western
year. Now, what we do not know is how bushy the squirrel tails were or how
Region, won't get any closer to wooly the worms were
that year. Most requests for specific data from the
a farm than she's ever been. center can be fulfilled
by telephone,(502) 7454555, or by mail, Kentucky
She got into the FFA at her Climate Center,
Department of Geography and Geology, Western Kentucky
Mesa, Ariz., high school for a
University, Bowling Green, Ky. 42101,
flowerraising class, and hopes
eventually to get a Harvard
•
law degree.

recognition of their accomplishment amongst the
nearly one-half million FFA
members across the country.
They also receive a cash
award for travel to Kansas City and attend a special
breakfast in their honor. The
American Farmer program is
sponsored through the National FFA Foundation by
Amoco Oil Co. of Chicago, Illinois; J I Case Co. of Racine,
Wisconsin; The Chevrolet
Motor Division, General
Motors Corporation of Warren, Michigan; Pioneer HiBred International, Inc., of
Des Moines, Iowa; Production
Credit
Associations
throughout the United States,
and the Twelve Federal Land
Banks of the United States.
The American Farmer

Fact or Fancy?

How to Predict
the Winter of'80-81?

Degree is the highest degree
of membership in the FFA. It
is presented only by the National Organization of the
Future Farmers of America to
members
who
have
demonstrated exceptional
agricultural and leadership
ability. State FFA Associations may submit candidates
for the American Farmer
Degree based on total FFA
membership in the state. The
781 members awarded the
American Farmer Degree this
year represent the highest
achievement of more than
481,676 FFA members in
almost 9,000 high school vocational agriculture departments.
All the FFA members who
receive the American Farmer
Degree
begin
as
"Greenhands." After at least
one semester of vocational
agriculture, members may be
advanced by the local chapter
to the degree of "Chapter
Farmer." The third degree,
that of "State Farmer" is
presented by the State FFA
Association. Only students
who have earned the State
Farmer Degree are eligible
for the American Farmer

Degree. Each advancement is
based on proficiency in combining classroom learning,
practical "hands-on" experience and leadership.
In addition to having earned
the State Farmer Degree,candidates for the American
Farmer Degree must have
been active members of the
FFA for at least three years.
They must have a record of
participation in local and state
F'F'A activities and they must
have completed all of the
vocational agriculture instruction offered in their high
school. American Farmer applicants must also have earned at least $1,000 by their own
efforts.
The National FFA Convention is an annual event of the
Future Farmers of America
and is carried out in cooperation with the U. S. Department
Education. This year over
20,000 FFA members, vocational agriculture teachers,
parents, and guests are taking
part in the 53rd National FFA
Convention, a meeting held
each year in Kansas City since
the FFA was founded there in
1928.

Economic Conditions
Hurt Farm Industry
KANSAS CITY, Mo.(AP) —
Rising land prices and the
shrinking number of family
farms have made the title of
the nation's top youth farm
organization a little
misleading.
"Economic conditions will
prevent me from ever going
into farming," says Doug
Rinker, presiilent of the
Future Farmers of America.
It's more likely, says the .sian
of a Winchester, Va., construction worker, that he'll
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Lisa Rogers
Shows Yearling
Heifer At Show
Lisa Rogers, Murray, showed a junior yearling heifer,
Oak-Slopes Milestone Doll, at
the Open Holstein Show, one of
the events of the seventh annual North American International Livestock Exposition.
More than 100,000 people are
expected to attend the twoweek show.
The North American International Livestock Exposition,
now going on at the Kentucky
State Fair and Exposition
Center in Louisville, is the
largest all breed .livestock
show in the world. Representatives from 10 or more
foreign countries are expected
to attend events during Nov. 821.
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The FFA, holding its annual
convention in Kansas City this
week, has half a million
members nationwide who
devote much of their high
school years to learning about
agriculture — from raising
pigs to coping with interest
rates.
But more and more of those
members are finding out that
getting their hands dirty with
farm work is little more than a
dream. For most of the FFA's Thin coat . mild winter.'
six top officers, farming just
isn't in the cards.
"Money and farming don't
go together," said Dee James,
Central Region vice president
from Clay Center, Kan. He's
one of three brothers who
work a 600-acre farm, but
plans to bow out of the partnership after he finishes college.
"Independence, fresh air,
owning your own land, being
your own boss. These are all
attractive things, but they
don't pay the bills," he said,
noting that 600 acres won't Sparse
mistletoe ... mild winter'?
support all three brothers.

We
never forget
Red corn .

The family
way of life has played a vital role in the development
of Amencan agnculture. And as agriculture's leading lenders, we ve never forgotten to include the
personal needs of the family in our customers
financial plans. Often times family living expenses.
plus special needs like education loans, go nght
into the budget.
At the Production Credit Assrriation we know and
understand the financial needs of families involved
in agncufture. Agncuttural lending is our only
business, and you can trilst we'll never forget what
family means to agnculture.
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Near ideal harvesting conditions were reported last month
for corn and soybeans in Kentucky. The Kentucky Crop and
Livestock Reporting Service
said the main concerns for
farmers was germination of
fall seeded grain and lack of
water of livestock.
The state's corn crop,
estimated at 102 million
bushels this year, will be down
23 percent from the 1979 crop.
If the forecast holds true, it
will be the smallest crop in
five years, according to the
report.
Corn production in the nation is expected to total 6.46
billion bushels this year,
which will be 17 percent down
from last year's record total of
7.76 billion bushels.
Soybean production, yield
and acreage are also down
from last year's crop. The production forecast is at 36.8
million bushels, which is down
32 percent from 1979.
The soybean yield is
estimated at 23 bushels per
acre, down 9.5 bushels, and
harvested acreage at 1.6
million acres, down 4 percent.
Kentucky's burley tobatro
crop, however, is up 25 percent from the 1979 yield. The tobacco crop is estimated at

388.5 million pounds.
Burley yield is variable by
locality, according to the
report, but growers believe
the crop is heavier and of better quality than last year. The
estimated yield of 2,100
pounds per acre is up 100
pounds from last year.
The report said the production of all four types of
Kentucky-grown dark tobacco
is down from 1979. Kentucky

Type 22, Eastern fire-cured,
production is forecast at:7.203
million pounds, down 28 percent from last year.
Type 23, Western fire-cured,
production is estimated at 5.46
million pounds, down 28 percent. Type 35, one sucker, production is forecast at 8.388
million pounds, which is down
9 percent and Type 36, Green
River, is estimated at 3.74
million pounds.
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Racers Stage Revival To Romp Past Western, 49-0
Big Plays
Pace MSU

46%
lir

tto
"44%

4

Offense
'Continued from Pne II
We were losing 20 seniors
and we wanted to send them
out in good style."
Although Gibbs was not one
of those seniors, his passing
game was given an ample shot
in the arm from the running of
tailback I.indsey Hudspeth,
who had 150 yards in 17 carries
and an MSU and Ohio Valley
Conference record-tying four
touchdowns in only his second
complete game of the season
on offense.
As only Hudspeth can play
the part, he was again the
acrobatic, speedy runner he
had been in his 203-yard total
offense performance at
Morehead State despite still
feeling the effects of the ankle
injury that has held him back
since then.
Hudspeth admitted that the
ankle. wak still bothering him,
matting him only to go to his
left side! But, oh, how well he
did that. . Each of his four
scores, as well of most his big
gainers; came on runs through
and around the left.1ide of the
Line as he went 15, 75, 3 and 4
yards into the end zone.'
•
Each . provided its own
flavor treat-:
The first came when
Hudspeth took a split second
pitch from Gibbs and shot
down the sideline past a host
of oncoming WKU players;
the second came after Gibbs
gave Hudspeth the ball on a
draw after a dropback fake
and the senior tailback outran
the hot Western pursuit down
the sideline; the last two were
vintage Hudspeth as he hurdled recklessly for the scores into a web of awaiting tacklers.
Hudspeth said that having
.4) established the passing game
and some of the best blocking
of the season by the offensive
line helped spring him loose in
the second quarter.
. "Gino's passing early really
opened up our running game,"
Hudspeth said. -I was glad I
was able to have a real good
game.
"A lot of times I felt like my
old self. The ankle had been
giving me problems and I was
able to cut better on my left
side.
As one of the outgoing
. seniors, Hudspeth described
having had such a memorable
game in his last chance.
"It is kinda funny knowing it
may have been my last
L

ave

SHUTTING DOWN THE WESTERN RUNNING ATTACK — The MSU defense stops the Hilltoppers with bone-jarring
tackles as Glen Jones(49)pops Troy Snardon(40)(above)and Rick Lanpher(81)forces a fumble(below).
Photos By Davy(etaya
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CUTTING INTO THE HEART OF THE WESTERN SECONDARY — Anthony Robbins(19)
snags one of six passes from Gino Gibbs on the way to 139 yards and two touchdowns
against the Hilltoppers,
game," he said., "It's
something I will really enjoy
remembering. It has .been a
great four. years.
"We were really high for the
game. A lot of the seniors
wanted to play their best
game of the year.
"We knew we could beat
them. After losing the last
two, we knew we would come
back and perform well."
MSU coach Mike Gottfried
said that the offense had been
changed for Western, and he
noted the difference Gibbs and
Hudspeth made in turning it
loose.
"Lindsey had a great day,"
Gottfried said. "The sad thing
was that he missed those

games. He just had an extraordinary game.
"Gino had his best execution
of the season. We felt we could
open up the offense today.
"We put the pressure on
their ends. We thought they
would play a lot of man-toman coverage in their secondary."
Taking advantage of having
to beat only one defender the
whole way, MSU senior Anthony Robbins joined Gibbs
and Hudspeth in having one of
his best days of the season.
Robbins had two more
touchdowns when Gibbs
struck the Western defense
quickly from 48 and 42 yards
straight down the middle for

the first and last touchdowns
of the 28-point second quarter
blitz.
"We worked on the pass all
week," Robbins said. "It was
wide open for us in practice.
"We wanted to try to throw
quick, short passes and be
able to run the ball early. We
always thought we could beat
them."
For all that Gibbs, Hudspeth
and Anthony Robbins did in
proving that the offense had
returned with the big plays, it
was one of the subtle ploys
that stamped the day as a
masterpiece in execution.
On a fourth and goal from
the Western 1-yard line, every
soul in Stewart Stadium ex-

.
flPeau,,;001.11041ftweeses,..., t
pected the jet blast from
Hudspeth. But before that
trademark could be realized,
Gibbs gave Western the bait
and calmly laid the ball into
the hands of another senior,
tight end Kris Robbins,for the
seventh and final lap around
the track by Violet Cactus.
"The coaches wanted to
play the seniors a lot," Gibbs
said about giving the departing 20 a day to remember
forever.
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OFF TO THE RACES — Lindsey Hudspeth finds plenty of daylight
bsiid the blocking of his oftensiv- line as he heads upheld on his way
.

to a 75-yard touchdown romp, one of his record-tyingfour for the
•-• Photo Ily Dave Celata
"
game,down the sideline.
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MSU Defense Hangs On For
Last Stand, Preserves Shutout
in that memorably brilliant
By DAVID HIBBITTS
stand against Tennessee
Sports Editor
The score was already 49-0, Tech's attempt to score the
leaving the issue firmly first touchdown of the year on
the Racers.
resolved.
Western's third quarterback
But one last chance for vinof the game, Marty Jaggers,
dication was left to be earned
by the Murray State defense dropped back and was inthat came into Saturday's stantly swallowed by the
thrashing of Western Ken- revitalized MSU pass rush.
Two more incomplete passes
tucky already leading the
and another offsides call later,
Division I-AA teams in scoring
the eager defense finally had
- defense.
its four full quarters of not
The Hilltoppers had marchallowing a point.
ed from their own 30-yard-fine
"We were playing this one
to the MSU 6 just as other opfor pride," said senior safety
ponent4 had been doing in re-—Terry I.ove, whose agcent fourth quarters. But not
gressiveness characterized
since the Louisville game had
the hardest hitting game of the
stopped those late
year by the MSU secondary.
drives.
"The Western coach (Jimmy
With the final won-lost
Feiz I said we were like a time
records as good as tabulated,
bomb waiting to explode.
something very dear remain"Nobody had been blowing
ed in the balance in those final
us out. We just had some
moments of tension. The enbusted plays here and there.
tire MSU starting defense had
"We have the type of
been left in the game to stave
defense that can kill the other
off the final thrust and
team any minute. The execupreserve the first shutout of
tion up front really helped us
the season.
in the secondary (where
Cries of -They don't score, Western quarterbacks were
defense" and ':Not now" could
held to only four completions
be heard from the sideline as in 25 passes for 46 yards).
it worked itself into a fury for
"Our defensive backs can
the final proof 'of what a stay with any receivers."
dominating group this had
Despite the breakdowns in
been.
recent games, MSU defensive
And somewhere within the coordinator Frank Beamer
rigid fiber that had already
was keeping his entire stock in
written so many stories for the the wide tackle six that he had
ages, this proud unit recap- made so effective in less than
tured one final, lasting stand.
two years.
A 5-yard offside penalty
"The answer today was in
moved Western to the 6, and the kids themselves," Beamer
every voice on the sideline said about the turnaround. "I
strained to keep the Hilltop- was so glad to see them go out
pers out of the end zone, cry- in this fashion.
ing "They are going to have to
"We worked hard (during
earn it, defense."
the last two weeks) on the funAnd when the moment' damentals. It gets down to the
came, the MSU defense kids playing with emotion.
reacted just as it had in the When it really shows,it makes
final seconds at I,ouiville and them hard to handle."

v
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Beamer knew, however,
that the defense had had a lot
of help in earning its first
shutout.
"It gets back down to the
way that the offense took the
ball down the field," he said
about the defense being given
more time to catch its wind.
Led by its best pass rush in
several games and a blanket
secondary, the Racer defense
shut down practically every
gear in the Western machine
while holding its stellar
fullback Tony Snardon to 68
yards.
"We had lost a lot of
respect," linebacker Tony
Boone, who led the defense
with eight tackles and three
assists, said. "We wanted to
prove we still had the best
team in the nation. Everybody
was ready.
"The week off did not hurt
us. We knew in practice that
we could control them on
defense.
"I just cannot describe how
I feel — it was the biggest
game in my life. If we had
played like this earlier,
nobody would have beaten
Defensive tackle Jeff Gardner, the Racers' leading
tackler through the first 10
games, joined Boone and
linebacker Vince Tucker as
unyielding plugs in Western's
running attack Saturday.
"We knew Western was a
running team," Gardner said.
"We had to shut down the run
early.
-We were ready -when the
game began and we stayed
ready. We had not had the
gang tackling like we had today in some time. I can see
why we got beat; we had not
had enough-tiritfinslasni.
"We had plenty of it today.-

STICK!
InstrUcti
shutout
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Jumping And Cheering To A Sweet Victory
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new, however,
se had had a lot
arning its first

ALL ALONE FOR SIX MORE — MSU receiver Anthony Robbins beats
the Hilltopper secondary for one of his two touchdown receptions in

the Racers'49-0 win Saturday.

Photos by Dave Celaya
SHOWING HIS AMAZEMENT at the margin of Murray State's win over
Western Kentucky is 2-year-old Mansfield, Ohio native Jeff Ronald
Zook, nephew of MSU secondary coach Ron Zook.

4.4
LOOKING FOR MORE WAYS TO SCORE POINTS — MSU head
coach Mike Gottfried (left) talks with
quarterback Gino Gibbs, who passed for 160 yards and ran for 55
more a, the Racers ran up 474
total yards, 366 in the first half.

MSU MAJORETTE VICKIE POOL,
a native of Christian County, adds
to the afternoon's entertainment
during the halftime show.

41111111,
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SCALING NEW HEIGHTS — Murray State cheerleader Scott Elliott vaults
through the air just as the Racers' passing game did in shredding the
Western defense.
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STICKING WITH HIS DEFEAISE — MM..) defensive coordinator has some
Instructions for his starring unit, which "held on for the team's first
shutout of the year.

EST COPY AVAILABLE

APPROPRIATELY HONORED — MSU mascot Violet Oiclus, with Laura
Anderson riding, was given a bed of flowers after the Racers 49-0 win
over Western Kentucky was assured.

PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER — MSU quarterback Gino Gibbs was ready
for Western Kentucky as his execution was the best of the year, according to head coach Mike Gottfried.
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PUTTING A SPARK IN THE OFFENSE — MSU guard Brian Stewart drives all the way for
.Stall Photos Bv David Hibbitts
an easy layup after a steal in the first half.

Lady Racers Hold Off Martin
Despite falling behind by holding off the Lady Pacers in
eight points early in the first .the final minutes.
half;--the Murray' State
Oakley gave Murray State
women's basketball team the lead for good at 41-39 with
surged back to-a 68-63 win over 12:20 left in the game and
UT-Martin in their home helped stretch it to the 14-point
opener Saturday night.
difference with 10 points durWith Diane Oakley scoring ing the outburst.
14 points and Jeanette Rowan
We settled down in the segrabbing 15 rebounds in the cond half and stayed out of
second half alone, the Lady foul trouble," MSU coach
Racers padded their 31-27 Jean Smith about her team's
halt' 'cad to 55-41 before first win of the season. We

made some defensive changes
and our depth helped us out.
"We saw the value of our
eameplan after we had had a
tendency to try- to run with
them early. They had a fast
team, so we had to slow it
down."
.
Oakley and Rowan led the
Lady Racers with 14 points
apiece as each player ironically scored all their points in the
second and first halves,
respectively.
The same pair led the team
in rebounding with 18 for
Rowan and 12 for Oakley as
the Lady Rapers outrebounded UT-Martin,58-49.

Racers Use Press
To Rally From 13Point Deficit, 91-82
By DAVID HIBBITTS
Sports Editor
Riding the coattails of the
monumental football win over
Western Kentucky earlier in
the afternoon, the Murray
State basketball team played
a second half press to the hilt,
turning a 50-37 deficit into an
87-72 lead as the Racers
defeated the English Fiat
team,91-82,Saturday night.
The English team had been
running roughshod over the
Racers during the first 22
minutes when it jumped out to
the 18-point lead behind
former NBA forward Greg
White's 29 points and a
crashing assault on the
boards.
But the Racers were far
from finished as guard Tony
Slaughter began the stirring
rally with three outside shots
from 10-to-20 feet in only a
minute and eight seconds.
Also coming to life was forward Kenny Hammonds,
whose quickness allowed him
to slip inside the bulky English
front line for a resounding
tipin dunk and whose outside
shooting found the range for 15
second half points.
Rut there was so much more
— from Glen Green's incredible save of a loose ball as he
flew past the press table into
the second row in the crowd to
the pace reserve guard Brian
Stewart and center Reggie
Montgomery brought to the
MSU offense andpress.
Montgomery
crashed
through for another resounding tipin dunk to push the
lead to 76-70 while Stewart's
scrappy defense on the press
helped drive the English team
into 15 second half turnovers.
"In the second half, we
began using our speed and
quickness," Murray State
coach Ron Greene said. "We
started to get a little untracked with the press.
"Kenny )Hammonds) came
to the boards a little better. I
was pleased with Stewart and
Montgomery. Slaughter
helped us with his outside
shooting."
Greene did not let the
Racers' early troubles go unnoticed, however.
"I was pleased we were able
to come back on such a
talented team," he said. "I
was disappointed with our
man-to-man defense, tlnigh.
"We let them throw rin the
basket too much. We cannot
do that against a team like Indiana (Murray State's opening game opponent next Monday night in Bloomington).
"This was a darn good test
and a good opener for us.
"White ( who finished with
45 points, 25 in the first half)
should be back in the NBA. We
did a better job on him in the
second half."

Once the Racers had completed their task of turning it
all around, there was one final
moment of levity to cap what
had been one of the biggest
days in Murray State's sports
history.
Making his first visit to Kentucky, the San Diego Chicken
had been keeping everyone
from the referees to the
cheerleaders on their toes
with his crowd-pleasing antics.
So, with the Racers holding
their 15-point lead during a
timeout with only 3:23 remaining, the Chicken saved the
best for the end.
Taking out a notepad and
sneaking over to the English
huddle, the Chicken scribbled
a mimic play design and took
it over to the MSU bench.
After getting a few laughs
there, he wandered off only to
be called back by Greene as
the team went back on the
floor.
Greene took a closer look at
the notes and showed the
Chicken his appreciation by
raising his fist in the air,
knowing that the victory had
been sealed. It was the coup de
gras for the whole exhilarating day.

...ww51105."'

PRESSED ALL THE WAY — Racer forward Kenney Hammonds is hounded by Greg
White as he starts upcourt after one of his key second half rebounds.

•••
The MSU basketball team
received some jolting .news
•"Michael was starting to
this morning when it was an- play well for us," Greene said.
nounced that 6-foot-10 center ."He was getting better each
Michael Bates had ag- game. I felt that he would
gravated an old stress facture more than fill the void left by
in his foot and will be lost to
Allen Mann."
the team for six-to-eight
Bates' absence leaves the
weeks.
Racers with 6-7 sophomore

Reggie Montgomery expected
to take over the center position for Indiana.
"It will be more than just
tough for us now?
, Greene
said. "It will take • maximum
effort for us to be co petitive.
"If Michael shows the same

determination in coming back
that he showed this summer,
we have not ruled out the
possibility that he could come
back.
,
"I,feel badly for Michael,
but we cannot cancel the
schedule."
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CRASHING THE BOARDS — MSU guard Ltur4 Lynn pulls
down one of the Lady Racers' 58 rebounds on the way to
a 68-63 win over UT-Martin.

Goodyear Service Store

TAKING'CHARGE — MSU forward Kenney Hammonds
goes over the English Fiat witba skyhook for two of his 15
second half points in the Racers'91-82 win.
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DePaul Leader Paces Demons To Win Over Cards

Slimmer Aguirre Ponders Heavy Matters
•

By MIKE STANTON
• Agwrre, who passed up a
Associated Press Writer
chance to turn pro after his
SPRINGFIELD.
Mass. sophomore year last'season,
AP) — Now that Mark slimmed down from 252 to 219
Aguirre has lost 31 pounds, the pounds this summer, increassuperstar DePaul forward is ing his speed and mobility.
pondering weightier matters
"1 don't get tired now, and I
--- like leading the second- feel better," said Aguirre, last
ranked Blue Demons to a na- season's Associated Press
tional basketball champiow ---Player of the Year. "I lost it
ship.
I weight) during the Olympics.
"Mark has taken over as our I had no special diet. (Olymteam leader," DePaul Coach pic ) Coach Dave) Gavitt just
Ray Meyer said after his Blue watched me all the time."
Demons whipped defending
Meyer calls Aguirre
NCAA champion Louisville, "another assistant coach."
8610, in Saturday's Hall of
He makes sure everyone
Fame Tipoff Classic.
gets to practice on time,"
"Last year he was reluctant Meyer noted. "He's even into take the leadership because stituted a dress code. He says,
he was a sophomore. Now he 'No blue jeans. We dress like
wants it," Meyer said after his champions."
6-foot-7 All-American scored
The Blue Demons, ranked
24 points, pulled down' a No. 1 at the end of the regular
gamehigh 14 rebounds and season last year but upset by
triggered a decisive 13-3 scor- UCI.A in the NCAA tournaing burst late in the second ment,do look like champions.
half to upend the No. 3 Car"This team has more potendinals.
tial than any team I've coach-

ed at DePaul," said Meyer, Cardinals to the national title
who launched his 39th season a year ago. Louisville had
at DePaul with his 624th vic- trouble penetrating the
tory, tops in the nation among DePaul zone and 6-9 Scooter
active coaches.
McCray, a former center who
"We are playing lot smarter replaced Griffith in the
backcourt, committed five of
basketball this year than
his team's 13 turnovers while
last," Meyer continued. "I've
never had a team with as scoring only eight points.
We made plenty of
much togetherness."
mistakes today, so we have
The Blue Demons won the
plenty- to learn," , said
game from the foul line, conLouisville Coach Denny Olin.
verting 3+ of 41 free throws
"But we could still be great
while Louisville made only 8 of
15. Underrated guard Skip
Dillard, who scored 20 points.
was a perfect 12 for 12 from
the line.
'We all holler 'Money' when
By MATT YANCEY
he shoots in practice," Meyer
Associated Press Writer
said of Dillard. "He is such a
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (API
steady ballplayer he doesn't
— With an offensive line openget noticed much, but he is
probably the most underrated ing holes like Moses parting
player on the team. No one the sea, Willie Gault & Co.
delivered Tennessee from the
can handle him."
valley of football despair.
Louisville obviously missed
How long the Volunteers
Darrell Griffith, who led the
have to wander in the desert
before reaching the promised
land they assumed was just
over the i'idge five years ago
when they hired Johnny Majors is still unknown.
But their 49-14 romp Saturday over Southeastern Conference rival Kentucky put a
breath of life back into a team
that had lost its four previous
games,three of them on home
turf.
"This is the greatest turnaround I Can remember,"
Majors said. "I can't expain
it; I don't know what caused
it. It looks like we got rid of
our anger,frustrations and inabilities today.''
For Kentucky and its coach,
Fran Curd, the loss put the
final nail in the coffin of an
equally disappointing 3-8
season. With Larry IdeCrinamon as their new quarterback, tht Wildcats believed
they had turned their own corner three weeks ago at Tulane.
They lost to the Green Wave
in New Orleans and, after
beating Vanderbilt, to
Florida. But both defeats were
on controversial calls in the
closing minute and the cats
believed the odds favored the
coin coming up heads for a
change.
Lady Luck was not a factor
"MN..
Saturday. Tennessee allowed
the Wildcats only 10 yards and
not a single first down the se-

Vols Delivered From Valley Of
Despair In 45-14 Win Over UK

Cats Give Awesome Display
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ation in coming back
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COMING
FROM
ALL
DIRECTION — The 1980-81
Kentucky basketball team,
the predominant pick to win
tbe NCAA championship
this year, held a Blue-White
scrimmage at Marshall
County Friday night. Center
Sam Bowie (above). who-led
all scorers with 39 points to
pace the Blue team to an 8782 win, and guard Dirk Minniefield (left) show the Wildcats' versatility with slam
dunks while backup center
Melvin Turpin (right) gives
Bowie all he can handle as
he drives to the basket on
his way to 20 points.

Staff Photos By Da,id Hibbitts
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cond half while picking up 300
yards and 24 points for itself.
It was total domination,"
Curci said. "All phases broke
down for us. I couldn't believe
we couldn't stop them. So
many things have happened to
us. It's been our most
frustrating season.
Gault, a spinter on the noncompeting U.S. Olympic team
last summer, cast the winning
spell with a 92-yard touchdown
on the opening kickoff. With a
similar 100-yard return in the
Vols' 30-6 loss to Pittsburgh,
he became te the first player
in Tennessee's history to have
a pair of kickoff touchdowns in
one season.
Kentucky tied twice, at 7-7
and 14-14, before the half on land 18-yard touchdowns by
McCrimrnon and halfback
Terry Henry. But the Wildcats
werenever a threat after Tennessee quarterback Steve
Alatarre's 6-yard touchdown
run 1:09 before the intemussion.
Fullback Veron Phillips
gave the Vols a third first-half
touchdown on a one-yard
plunge. Terry Daniels and
Randall Morris -added two
more in the second half or
runs of 2 and 6 yards.
Kicker Alan Duncan booted
a 37-yard field goal after missing an earlier attempt. His six
PATS the afternoon gave him
a Tennessee record of 62
straight conversions since
1978.
Gault iced the cake with a
48-yard touchdown on a pass
from backup,quarterback Jeff
Olszewski in the final quarter.
Tennessee, 4-6, meets Vanderbilt. 2-8, in Nashville next
Saturday in the season finale
for,both schools.

Feix Believes A
50:50 Chance Is
Alive For WKU

il) 11.5111.1%
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before the year is over "
Forward Derek Smith
almost single-handedly kept
the Cardinals flying, pouring
in 20 of his game-high 27 paints
in the second half and collecting 13 rebounds
With DePaul center Terry
Cummings hampered by an
injury to his left hand, the Cardinals outrebounded the Blue
Demons, 38-27, in the game
played to benefit the Naismith
Basketball Hall of Fame

Tickets $2.00
At The Door
U....

EST COPY AVAILABLE

By The Associated Press
Western Kentucky coach
Jimmy Feix says he doesn't
know what effect his football
team's shocking 49-0 loss to
Murray State will have on the
previously unbeaten Hilltoppers' chances for a playoff
bid.
"I think we have about a 5050 chance," Feix said Sunday.
"But then, I think the Ohio
Valley Conference champion
every year should have a bid."
Elsewhere in the OVC this
weekend: Arkansas State beat
Austin Peay 14-9; Middle Tennessee downed Tennessee
Tech 21-7; Eastern Kentucky
defeated Morehead State 1814; and Delaware beat
Youngstown State 20-13.
Murray was so domineering
Saturday that Western made
only one serious scoring
threat. With three minutes left
to play the Hilltoppers moved
to Murray's 13-yard line, but
the drive ended on third down
when third-string quarterback
Marty Jaggers was sacked 14
yards.
"We ran into an awfully
well-prepared Murray football
team," Feix said. "They
played up to their potential...and we didn't. It was just
one of those days."
The game left Murray,
ranked No. 10 nationally in
NCAA Division 1-AA, with a 92 record on the season.
Western Kentucky, now 9-1,
shares the No. 1 spot in NCAA
Division I-AA poll with
Lehigh.
Lindsey Hudspeth ran for
150 yards and four touchdowns
. and
• Gino Gibbs 'passed for
three scores in Murray's win.
Arkansas State tailback Bill
Johnson and quarterback Tim
Langford combined for 218
yards on the ground Saturday
to send their team to the

locker room with a 14-9 nonconference victory over
Austin Peay of the OVC.
Johnson rushed for 118
yards on 22 carries and
Langford carried 33 times for
100 yards as Arkansas State
broke a ninegame losing
streak.
It was Brown Sanford who
threw for two touchdowns and
ran for a third Saturday as
Middle Tennessee ended its
college football season with a
21-7 victory 'over Tennessee
Tech.'
Middle is now 2-8 on the
season and Tech is 4-7.
Sanford opened scoring with
a 20-yard pass to Steve Burton
in the first period and Gerald
Robinson kicked the point
after.
In the second period, Sanford threw a pine-yard pass to
Sammy Bryant for the
touchdown and Robinson
again added the extra point.
With 6:21 left in the third
quarter, Sanford plunged one
yard into the end zone to seal
the Blue Raiders' victory.
Robinson kicked the point
after.
Tech scored when Reggie
Hazel pushed one yard for a
touchdown with Wayne Anderson kicking the point after.
•
Eastern Kentucky's junior
quarterback Chris Issac
scored on a 6-yard run with
4:41 remaining to take his
team to an 18-14 victory over
Morehead and to keep the
team's hopes alive for a bid to •
the NCAA Division 1-AA
playoffs.
The fourth-ranked Colonels,
defending Division I-AA
champion, closed their
regular season 9-2, 5-2 in the
OVC. Morehead is1-7 and 2-5.
OVC newcomer Youngstown
finished its Season with a 2-8-1
overall record.

from
804 Chestnut

FREE
Pepsi,
Pizza,
Sandwiches,
T-Shirts
with a
Mr. Gatti's
Coupon

You
May
Win
This
Giant
Santa
Claus

In Celebrating Christmas, Mr. Gatti's is having a.. .

Santa Give-Away-Contest
Receive a coupon upon purchase which entitles
you to a FREE Pepsi, pizza, sandwich and T-Shirt
and it may be one of-the 50 coupons eligible for the
drawing. Contest starts Monday.
Drawing To Be Held 6:00 P.M. Sunday
Dec. 21, 1980
••••!.

••.-
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NFL Roundup

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
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NBA
Standings
Bs IV ts....ovratet1 Prns.•
ElaNtern I
erentr
Atlantic Drown
W
1.
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19
13
6 '4
Boston
New York
12
7
632
WaShIngtOn
8 13
381
New Jersey
8 14 ". 364
• Central Divisioe
Mreaukee
18
5
783
Ineana
12 10
545
Chicago
9 12
429
7 13
.350
Atlanta
Cleveland
7 16
.304
6 16
.173
Detroit
Western Conference
Midwest Masten
San .Antusuo
15
7
.682
utay,
12
9
.571
9 10
Hotolon
474
8 12
.400
Kansas Cit..
9 14
.391
Dallas
3 19
J31
Pacific Division
Phoenix
113
4
818
1m Angeles
16
7
.696
619
Golden State
13
8
Seattle
10 12
455
7 14
Portland
333
7 15
San Dego
318
. Satirday's CAMEO
Atlanta 99, Utah 13
clereiand 113, Boston 98
Indiana 179, Houston 120
(logien State 116, New York 110
Detroit 117. New Jersey 1M
Philadelphia 11:18, San Antonio 101
Ctougo 114, Washington 101
Sunday's Games
Mulititukee 110. Los Angeles 94
Phoenix 131, Denver 113
Portland 116, Dallas 96
San Diego 110. Seattle 99
Monday0 Game
Houston at New York
Tuesday's Games
Portland at Atlanta
Philadelphia at Dallas
Denver at San Diego
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'Buzzards Are Flying Over Pittsburgh'

Sports In Brief
TENNIS
DUBAI. United Arab Enurates !AP,
VI uitek Fibak at Poland won the
8680.000 roundrobin Dubai Golden Tenrus Tourrianient, beating Ike Nastase of
tat 3-6.74.6-4
lion
Guillermo Vitas uf Argentina took
third place with a 2-6. 6-2. 6-4 victors
ay er Victor Ailliiyii.
BOLOGNA, Dais ,Api
Czethmlosakia's Thomas Saud beat
halt .9 Paolo Bertoluco 7-5. 6-2 in the
finals of the Italian Indoor Tournament
and tee the 875,000 first prize
Earlier in the week. top-seeded Ilium
Borg of Sweden withdrew from thy tournament diming a quarterf'nal hutch
against &rod Borg's doctor said the
Swede was suffering from a font, of Influenza which unpaired his breathing
BANGKOK. ThAiland 'Ai't
Vila)
Amntrai of India won the Bangkok Tennis Tournament as he defeated Brimi
Tem her 6-3 7-0
Teacher later teamed with Ferdi
Tasgan to defeat Toni Okker and Dick
Stockton 7-6. 7-6. for Mt' doubles crow,.,
BUENOS AIRES. Argentina Al',
Rolf Gehring of West Germany defeated
Countryman Klaus Eberhardt 5-7, 7-6,b-,I
th the Completion of a quarterfinal
matt kin the II 15,001.1 Argentine Open
In other semifinal action, Argentina's
Jose Luis Clem downed Jose Luis Da
1111,1111 of I,Jrug 0,0 6-0, 6-1 and Gehring
downed Paraguas an Victor Peed 34, 76. 6-1
BRISBANE'Al''- Mike Estep won
Ike Queensland.Open men's singles idle
with a 6-1. 3-6, 6-4 victory over
Au.stralia's John Fitzgerald
TOKYO Al'
Martina Nat ratilov a
non meow. the biggest onlele.
tournament total of her career, by
beating-Tracy ApetraW47Tel urthetirralyof a 9204000 tournament.
Chris Evert Lloyd beat Australia,
Evonne Goolagong Cawley 6-4. 6-40 for
third place
FOOTBALL
TORONTO ! AP - Ton., Scott caught a
record three touchdown passes and combined with former University of
Washington teammate Warren Moon to
lead the Edmonton Eskiinos to their
third o onsecutive Grey Cup championship. a 48-10 victori' over the Hamilton
TigerCat,

Amencali I onkrynce
Fast
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.8 4 0 667 285 246
'A 4 0 667 Xr2
San Diego
Magic in
Denier
7
0 583 247 242
Women's Bowling
6 6 0 501) 228 '..X3
Kansas City
11.18-80
4 8 0 31.1 '.r2 284
Seattle
W
Team
National Conference
36'
People's Bank
Eas1
31
Murray Insurance
I
917 10 142 Thurman Furtoture
Philadelproa
11
28'2
'Was
9 3
7sd 32a 226 Wilson Clean Up
26
GB
3 9
.250 185 332 Paradise Kennels
N Y Giants
21'2
SI-Wes _.. _..1. 92_0__-250 la-2M
4'5, Washington
. 3 9
250 168 246 Dennison Hunt
29
502
20
Cestral
Speedway
10'9 Detroit .
19
7 5
.3)1 243 203 Women of the Moose
11
17
fi 6
.500 29 235 Bank of Murray
Minnie:iota
HIGH TEAM GAME tSC
5 6 I 458 201 244
Greet Bay
Tampa Bay
4 7 I .375 214 332 Thurman Furniture
Chicago
4 8 0
192 210 People's Bank
4People's Bank
8
West
•
90
HIGH TEAM GAME INC
Atlanta
9 3 0 .750 321 -?0
Thurman Furniture
II
Los Angeles
7 4 0 .636 294 '218 Speedway Truckwash
115 San Francisco 4 8 0 333 238 310
People's Bank
0 11 0 000 181 341
New Orleans
HIGH TEAM SERIES SC
&today's Games
Petre's Bank
New England 47, Baltimore 21
Thurman Furniture
2ls
Atlanta 28, Chicago 17
Dennison Hunt
Cleveland 31, CusonnaU 7
HIGH TEAM SERIES TIC 1
6
People's Bank
Detial 24, Tampa Bay 10
6.5
Dennison Hunt
New York Jets 31, Houston X. OT
Speedway
12
Plaladelpha 10, Oakland 7
HIGH IND. GAME 1SC I
Buffalo 28, Pittsburgh 13
Lois Smith
Green Bay 25, Memesota 13
Carolyn
Pyla
2'1
Kansas City 21, Stlayius 13
Patty Harris
San Franetsco 12, NY Giants 0
HIGH IND. GAME BC)
8
Denver 36, Seattle 20
Carolyn Pyla
to,
,
rtalLas 14, Wastungtem 10
Judy Hollander
,
11
Monday's Game
Kay Dyer
los Angeles-at New Odious ,n1
harsday's Games
HIGH IND.SERIES SC I
flaw° at Detroit ,n,
Lois Smith
Seattle at Dallas , n
Patty Harris
Ruth Harrison
&today, Nov. 30
HIGH IND.SERIES I HC
Munn at Pittsburgh
Kay Dyer
So lows at New York Giants
Pattysfkarris
Washington at Atlanta
Brenda Collie
Buffalo at Bathroom
HIGH AVERAGES
Clnonnat at Kansas City
Lois Smith
Minnesota at New Orleans
Pat Hesselrode
Tampa Bay vs Green Bay at MaBarbara Hendon
smoker
Sondra Rice
Cleveland at Houston
Marge Hinman
New England at San F'rancosco
Ruth Harrison
New York Jets at la3S Angeles
Ethelene McCallon
PthLadelptia at San Diego
Carolyn Pyla
Moaday, Dec. I
Mary Harris
Denver at Oakland 'st
Patty Harris
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Just seem to follow us where
By WILLIAM R. BARNARD
we go."
AP Sports Writer
Five Steelers,• including
The Pittsburgh Steelers
quarterback Terry Bradshaw,
have won the Super Bowl four
times in six years, so they're had to leave the Buffalo game
not surprised at some because of injuries, which
obituaries because of their 7-5 have depleted Pittsburgh's
record and a multitude of in- magnificent depth all season.
• "We're not concerned about
juries this season.
"It's like buzzards are fly- the playoffs yet," said Coach
ing over Pittsburgh," said • Chuck Noll. -We're just conwide receiver Lynn Swann cerned about suiting up 33
after the Buffalo Bills, guys next week."
Indeed, the Steelers are only
heretofore a doormat in the
American Football Con- a game behind Houston and
ference but now • a 9-3 Cleveland in their division.
"The AFC Central may not
powerhouse, beat the Steelers
28-13 Sunday. "We have four have great records, but we
more gaines, but the injuries still have a shot," Swam said.

"Our fate is in our hands. If
Houston loses to Cleveland
next week, then we beat
Houston and win the rest of
our games, we'll be in the
playoffs."
The Bills have participated
in postseason play 91y once in
14 years, but they have a lot of
believers now with a onegame lead over New England
in the AFC East,
Joe Ferguson threw three
touchdown passes, two of
them to Jerry Butler, and Curtis Brown raced 34 yards for
another score to pace the
Bills' triumph.
"This year, we had to win to

stay ahead of New England,
and 1 think we showed people
across the country that we
might be for real," said
Ferguson, who completed 16
of 28 passes for 212 yards.
Buffalo played Steeler-like
defense, holding Pittsburgh
runners to 84 yards, while
rookie sensation Joe Cribbs
ran for 110.
In other games, New
England stayed close to Buffalo with a 47-21 victory over
Baltimore; Houston lost 31-28
to the New York Jets in overtime to fall into a tie with
Cleveland, which beat Cincinnati 31-7; Atlanta defeated

idle this week, wind up the
regular-season against 1-8-1
Georgia Tech this Saturday
and then meet second-ranked
Notre Dame in the Sugar
Bowl.

(:an anyone win college football's national championship'?
Consider this: Nebraska
and Ohio State, last week's
Now what happens if, as is
Nos.4-5 teams in the
far from impossible, Notre
fell
out
Associated Press poll,
Dame 9-0-1 following Saturof the championship picture
day's
hard-earned
24-10
over the weekend. Nebraska's. triuniph over Air Force) loses
Orange Bowl dreams Ware
to Southern California and
virtually erased when the Corthen beats Georgia in New
dropped a lastnhuskers
Orleans while third-ranked
minute 21-17 decision to ninthFlorida State loses to the Big
ranked Oklahoma. MeanEight champion ( probably
while, Ohio State bowed to
Oklahoma )?
Michigan 9-3 and had its Rose
to
the
rerouted
Is it possible for the winner
Bowl itinerary
Fiesta Bowl while the winners of Friday's No.6 Pitt-No.7
Penn State clash to vault to
made it to Pasadena.
Of course,. top-rated ,the top by winning a non-New
Year's Day bowl Pitt in the
Georgia, the nation's only
Gator, Penn State in the
unbeaten-untied team, can
determine its own fate by con- Fiesta)? Is eighth-ranked
tinuing to win. The Bulldogs Alabama still alive after all?

Tampa

Bay

24;1 0,

And don't overlook

placekicker, booted two field

nipped Oakland
10-7, Green Bay upset Minnesota 25-13, Kansas City
came back to beat St. Louis 2113. San Francisco blanked the
New York Giants 12-0, Denver
outscored Seattle 36-20 and
Dallas outlasted Washington
14-10.
New Orleans plays host to
Los Angeles tonight.
Eagles 10, Raiders 7
Philadelphia won its eighth
in a row and handed Oakland
its first loss in seven games on
Wilbert Montgomery's 3-yard
TD sweep with 2:56 to go.
The Eagles, 11-1, became
the first NFL team to clinch a
playoff berth. They lead
Dallas by two games in ,the
NFC East;while Oakland, 8-4:
dropped into a first-place tie in
the AFC West with San Diego,
which beat Miami 27-24 last
Thursday night.
Jets 31, Oilers 28
Pat Leahy, who missed a 36-

North Carolina, down in the
No.15 spot last week but loser

goals and wound up with 23 for

yard field goal at the end of

the

of just one game.

career, both NCAA records.

Who IS No. 1 In College Ball?
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
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Chicago 28-17, Detroit tackled

How about
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other
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and No.10 Michigan, both, like

No.14 South Carolina, a Gator
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NBA Roundup

The U.S.

Bucks Win Eleventh
Straight Road Game,
This One Over Lakers
By The Associated Press
Everyone knows about the
homecourt advantage in the
National Basketball Associa-
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2107

tion,

but

209
'
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240
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173
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149
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SCIENCE AND NATURE: TWO VOTES FOR GOD!!
It is generally assumed nowadays that the Biblical record of the origin of mankind is
'pre-scientific," at best alleg, rical, and certainly not literal or historical. Some modern
versions of the Bible even begin Genesis 1:1 with "Once upon a time...", thereby making
Genesis 17 and the following subsequent chapters no more than a fairy tale written by some
senile old Hebrew storyteller v. ho couldn't do any better, writing for a group of people who
didn't deserve any better.
Some people choose organic evolution, rather than special creation, as the method of
man's creation because they are "bothered" by the unknowns in Genesis. The "mystery" of
special creation seems to mightily upset them, because they consider themselves people of
great intellect, and logical reasoning powers. Things so "mysterious" as those found in
Genesis are just too difficult to accept.
Funny thing, mystery. Odd, isn't it, how man deals with mystery. On one hand he claims
he cannot understand the mysterious, and therefore he will not believe it or have anything to
do with it. On the other hand, mystery doesn't seem to bother him at all.
For example, why is it that "mystery" bothers man only in religion, but not in the dining
room? Consider the mystery of the egg: It is good for food, and has market value, when it is
fresh. But not so when the hen sits on it for a week or so. And let her have it for 3 weeks and
you get another chitken! Men may thinlahis "mysterious," and have a great deal of trouble
explaining it satisfactorily, yet they have very little trouble eating those eggs!!
How is it possible that a black cow can eat green grass and give white milk from which we
make yellow butter? Men may find this "mysterious" and inexplicable, yet all the while
they drink the milk and eat the butter!
How is it that a tiny _watermelon seed can gather from somewhere over 200,000 times its
own weight, and force that weight through a tiny stem to build a watermelon with a green
covering, a white rind, a red core, and black seeds? Men are at a loss to fully explain this,
and consider it to be mysterious. Yerthey still eat watermelon!
Funny,isn't it-how mystery bothers men in religion but not at the dining table? We consider ourselves to be the intellectually elite,'demanding sound reasoning and explanation
for all that we do. All the while we are truly inconsistent in such demands, accepting what
'we cannot understand in one situation, and rejecting what we cannot understand in another.
True, belief in the creation account as stated in the Bible does demand faith. Yet this is not
faith which is a "blind leap into the dark," as so many think of it. Rather, it is evidencebased, knowledge-based. The faith of the Christian in the Biblical account of creation at the
hand of an Almighty God is based on sound, rational, factual evidences. Few people really
stop to consider, most of the time, that belief in organic evolution is a faith-move as well,
since neither evolution nor creation can be scientifically verified. Regardless of which you
choose to believe, your belief is based on faith. The question is: Is it a true faith based on
.
evidences?
What are the evidences for the truthfulness of special creation as opposed to organic
evolution? Are science and nature truly "two votes for God"? If you would like to find the
answers to these questions, and many others as well, we invite you to attend...the Third Annual Calloway County Lectureship, entitled SCIENCE AND NATURE: TWO VOTES FOR
GOD, being held November 28-30 at the meeting place of the Green Plain Church of Christ.
' The lectures will begin at 7:00 p.m. on Friday,at 9:30 a.m. on Saturday,and at 10:00 am.on
Sunday. There is no charge whatsoever fqr the lectureship. Everyone is invited. For additional information or transportation please phone492-8206.
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Suns 131, Nuggets 113
Robinson

"Truck"

Len

scored 29 points and grabbed
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10 rebounds as Phoenix ran
away

from

added

29

Dennis

defensive job on Laker star

Rich Kelley had 12 points and-

points, and

reserve

12;00 NOON UNTIL 8:00 P.M.

Open year round

Denver. Guard

Johnson

grabbed eight rebounds while
Lanier helped do a strong
Abdul-Jabbar, who

VEGETABLES • SALADS
DESSERTS

Clippers

YOUI

Subscriber.
received the
copy of The 14u

5:30 p.m. M

Mincemeat Pie
Kentucky Rifle Rum Cake
Pumpkin Pie "

Milwaukee Coach Don Nelson.

Kareem

ENTREES
Roast Young Tom Turkey
Kentucky Cornbread Dressing
Cranberry Sauce
Baked Bluegrass Sugar-Cured Ham
Pilgrim Roast Round of.J3eet.:)
44-r.lus
Holiday Fruit Sauce
Carved on the Line

Sonics narrowed the gap to

"This was a sweet win for us.

ques Johnson and Bob Lanier.
Johnson scored 24 points and

AT ONE OF KENTUCKY'S BEAUTIFUL STATE RESORT PARKS

led 63-53 at halftime, but the

quarter. The

we've been moving the ball
better than at home."
Helping the Bucks to their
latest road success were Mar-

Enjoy Than sOvir4 Fare

and break a - seven-garne los-

some outstanding ball on the
understated
road,"

sition

clE

creeks.

teams

what

"We've
626
623
608

how

homecourt disadvantage?
That's

2863
2852

Mining, blan

center

a game-high seven assists for
the Suns.

scored a sub-par 18 points.

The victory helped Phoenix,
"We got help on Kareem in-

18-4, stretch its Pacific Divi-

side and chose to double-team

sion lead to 2'2 games over the

him but he can still get 50 on

Lakers.

kou

even

if

you

do things

right," said Bucks Coach Don

Blazers 116, Mavericks 96
Ron Brewer and Kevin Kun-

Nelson: "However, he didn't

nert came off the bench to

today."

team for 19 points in the se-

In other NBA games, San
Diego

beat

cond

and

quarter

lead

110-99;

Portland over Dallas. The pro-

Phoenix whipped Denver 131-

duction by the two reserves

113

and

Seattle

Portland

tripped

Dallas 116-96.
The

Bucks

Prices Good Through
Nov.30th, 1980

help the Blazers break away
from a 30-30 tie and stay on top

trailed

the

for good.

Lakers 44-43 Xt halftime but

The Mavericks, in their first

scored 67 points in the second

NBA season, took their 19th

half to overcome Los Angeles

defeat in. 22 games.

If
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Try Joe Smith's Pre-Christmas Sale
Ow los Steck lIllerchassillse
Hi-low Rubber Bock
1973 Chevrolet Impala Coupe - power steering, power
brakes,air conditioning. Meg.$799
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Select Rolls
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Hi'Low lute-Beck

Cot loop
1973 Chevrolet Monte Carlo, Black, power steering
powee brakes, air conditioning.

tuff($1399.

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
Keep That Great GM Feeling
With Genuine GM Parts
7S3-21111

OM QUALM
SONIC! PAM

641 Sec&

Shags

Select RoNs

$1199
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Ask About Our Great Deals On All Carpet And Vinyl, In Stock,
Remnants

Joe Smith Carpet Center
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Scouts, Cadets Taught
How To Kill At Camp

S-17, Detroit tackled
Bay
24;1 0,
hia nipped Oaknd
en Bay upset Min5-13, Kansas City
k to beat St. Louis 21rancisco blanked the
Giants 12-0, Denvei
I Seattle 36-29 and
itlasted Washington

HOUSTON (API — A
southeast Texas paramilitary
camp run by a Ku Klux Klan
adviser and a convicted felon
is teaching Explorer scouts
and Civil Air Patrol cadets
how to kill, according to the
Houston Chronicle.
From 12 to 30 Explorers and
cadets have learned how to
strangle people, decapitate
enemies with machetes and
fire semi-automatic weapons,
the Chronicle reported Sunday.
"We're not teaching these
boys how to snipe," contended
John Bryant, who was convicted of illegal sale of
automatic weapons last
January in Memphis. "They
only shoot a few rounds, not
proficiently by any means."
Bryant's probated sentence
does not allow him to handle
guns, probation officer Rick

leans plays host to
les tonight.
des 10, Raiders 7
slphia won its eighth
and handed Oakland
iss in seven games on
dontgomery's 3-yard
with 2:56 to go.
agles, 11-1, became
siFL team to clinch a
berth. They lead
y two games in ,the
t, while Oakland, 8-4;
nto a first-place tie in
West with San Diego,
:at Miami 27-24 last
night.
is 31, Oilers 28
shy, who missed a 36d goal at the end of
n time, hit a 38:58 into overtimg to
• York a victory after
21-0 lead in the fourth

Drainage Project Cleans
Creeks That Threaten
West Kentucky Town

;fabler threw four
:n passes in the final
7 Houston to force exin after two intercepst up easy Jets
TIS in the first half.
vas 31, Bengals 7
nd, 8-4, moved into a
the Oilers as Brian
w touchdown passes
fferent receivers and
or more than 300
the fourth time this

CENTRAL CITY, Ky. AP)
— Clogged creeks that
threatened this coal town in
Muhlenberg County with
flooding for almost five years
have been cleared up.
A drainage project has
cleaned up troubles that were
brought to the west Kentucky
town by Little Cypress Creek
and Sugar Creek.
The U.S. Office of Surface
Mining, blaming erosion and
sedimentation by abandoned
strip mines for flooding, offered on Aug. 24, 1979, tO pay
up to $676,875 in emergency
funds to clear part of the
creeks.

MISS
YOUR PAPER?

Fare

Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray lodger 8, Times by
530 p.m. Monday -Friday or by
330 p.m. Saturdays ore urged
to coil 753-1916 between 530 p.m.
and p.m., Monday Ilifoian Friday. Of
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Satordays.
A circulation department employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery
of your newspaper. Coils must
be placed by 6 p.m weekdays or.
4 p.m. Saturdays to guarantee
delivery.
The regular business office
hours of The Morro! ledger 8 Timesare I a.m. to 5 p.m.. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m to noon,.
Saturdays.

;T PARKS

of Bee
le Line

Espinosa told the Chronicle.
Partner Joe Bogart, a Klan
member for two years,said he
choked other Marines into unconsciousness during boot
camp training. But "we didn't
have the boys choke each
other. We just showed them
how to do it," he said.
The youths come from the
CAP unit at Ellington Air
Force Base and Explorers
Scout Post 2125 at the base.
The paramilitary training is
provided at Camp Puller near
Anahuac, operated by Robert
J. Sisente of Deer Park and
Louis Beam of Pasadena,
Grand Dragon of the Texas
KKK. Sisente has denied any
connection with the Klan.
Sisente was removed as a
leader of the La Porte, Texas,
CAP squadron Oct. 20 after officials learned of the
paramilitary training, said

Jus

1DULTS $5.95

idge
orest
itamn
r Dam
Village

Since the project cost only
$180,000, the government held
on to the remainder of the
emergency fund.
The creeks caused quite a
bit of damage before they
were cleaned up.
The 50-acre Central City
became
Fairgrounds
a
swamp. Now the city has
reclaimed the land.'
The city's sewage treatment plant was bothered
by stagnant water. And
flooding nearly almost forced
the.city to spend $2 million to
rebuild it.
Headwater from Sugar
Creek and backwaters from
Little Cypress Creek infiltrated the sanitary sewer
lines and flooding caused a
health hazard.
And the Central Club golf
course became unplayable in
some parts. It has since
become playable with the
drainage project.
The snake, rat and mosquito problem can now be
dealt with," said Stuart J.
Bohne, one of the co-chairmen
of the project. "The project
has been a great blessing to
Central City."..
Although the immediate
problems have been solved,
the town could face similar
problems in the future.
About nine miles of Little
Cypress Creek and Big
Cypress Creek, of which it
flows, are clogged by silt and
fallen timber.

CA P Maj. Paul Renfro
Renfro said Bryant asked
Bogart the same day to formn
the Explorer troop.
Several parents said their
sons told them Bryant and
Bogart made racial slurs and
frequently lectured on guerrilla warfare, the Chronicle
said.
The post was supposed to be
teaching scouts about military
careers, said Don Townsend,
director of the Houston Explorer program.
Advisers are checked out by
the FBI "to see that they are
staunch upstanding citizens,"
Townsend added. He said the
FBI returned a "positive
report" on Bogart.
If unorthodox activities are
discovered, then our action
would be to pull the charter
completely," he said.
Joseph Walters, a 17-yearold Clear Creek High School
junior in nearby League City,
said he dropped out of the Explorer program after the first
meeting, when Bryant said he
was going to teach the troop
how to "hijack an airplane.'
Bryant denied the allegation
and said CAP officers werei
trying to "assassinate" his
character.

By CLARA HEMPHILL
Associated Press Writer
NAPLES, Italy API — An
earthquake measuring 6.8 on
the Richter scale killed more
than 400 people and injured
more than 800 in 29 cities,
towns and villages in the
Naples-Salerno
area
of
southern Italy.
Among the dead were an
estimated 100 worshipers
buried by the walls of their
church.
Hundreds of buildings were
destroyed,including a 10-story
apartment house in Naples.
Communications were cut to
many districts, and the
casualty totals increased
steadily as more areas were
heard from and reports were
received from searchers in the
ruins.
"I saw the -iiTcWngs
tb
move
like wave of.the sea," said
Luigi lannone,.who was driving near Salerno when the first
quake hit at 7:34 p.m. (1:34
p.m. EST."It was something
terrible."
The quake was felt the
length of Italy, from the Alps
to Sicily, and aftershocks continued through the night.
Calmness thousands spent the

1 Through
1,1980

your
credit
cards
if
:urn on you,turn to us.
If you have a credit card or two, congratulations. . . maybe.
Some folks have found the cost of credit cards these days
outweighs their convenience. Crunch!

c99
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MOW YOU CAN FIGHT BACK!
You can borrow enough to pay off all your credit card bills(and
other obligations). "Consolidation loan" is the fanc9 name for
it, but it's simply your way of fighting back. Your way of getting
control over your money again. Before it's too late.
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PRODUCTION SHOTS — This photograph of The
Scarecrow (Tim Reding) in "The Wizard of Of' is one of
hundreds of production shots taken by Hal Rice of
several Murray-Calloway County Community Theatre
shows. The photos, many in black and white and color,
will be on display for orders Tuesday, Nov. 23, during a
3:30 p.m. meeting of the Children's Company at the
Calloway County Public Library with closing time at ft
p.m. Pictures may be viewed and orders placed from ans
production including the most recent, "Children's Company" and "Dracula." Other shows are "Peter Pan," "fiddler on the Roof," "The Good Doctor," "The Man Who
Came To Dinner" and "The Boyfriend."

tion's most powerful positions.
"We have lost a great
American," said current
House Speaker Thomas P.
O'Neill Jr., D-Mass., one of
scores of visitors to McCormack's wake Sunday.
'1'he wake continued today.
A funeral Mass- is scheduled
for 11 a.m. Tuesday in St.
Monica's Church in South
Boston.
McCormack's1:ongressional
career, from 1928 to 1970,
spanned eight presidencies.
It was McCormack who
helped obtain enactment of
the draft in 1941, by a single
vote. During the Johnson administration, under McCormack's stewardship, Congress
enacted such measures as
Medicare, the anti-poverty
program and rent subsidies.
At 71, he was the next in line
for the presidency for more
than a year after the
assassination of President

night in the open. A heavy fog
hung over the disaster area inland from the Gulf of Salerno
as the government rushed in
medical teams, tents and
bulldozers.
Doctors canceled a nationwide strike scheduled for t9day and reported to their
hospitals or rushed to the
disaster area.
Seismologists said the
quake was centered at Eboli,
17 miles southeast of Salerno,
and officials reported at least
11 people were killed there.
But the worst single tragedy
was reported in Balvano, 75
miles east of Naples, where officials said about 100 people
attending evening Mass were
crushed to death by the collapsing walls of their church as
they tried to flee.
- "There were at least 300
people at the Mass tonight, including many children. The
front wall collapsed as people
were trying to get out," said
the parish priest, the Rev.
Salvatore Pagliuca, his
vestments torn and covered
with dust.
Some 70 people were
reported
killed
in
Pescopagano, near Balvano,
where a hospital, homes and
the police barracks were
damaged.
Authorities said Naples,
Salerno, Avellino and Potenza
were the major cities affected
by the quake, which struck as
many were sitting down to
supper. Fires broke out as
people left their stoves on
when they fled their homes.
In Naples, searchers pulled
11 bodies from the ruins of a
10-story apartment building
and feared many more were.
trapped inside.
Sketchy reports from
Ayellino said 13 people were
killed there, 300 were injured
and half of the homes were
leveled. In the nearby village
of Lioni, a discotheque was
destroyed and many were
feared dead in the ruins.
In Aversa, north of Naples,
the bell tower of a 16th century
church collapsed and killed
the parish priest, his 84-yearold mother and another
woman.
In Lancusi, near Salerno,
the quake leveled most of the
homes. The bodies of a woman
and child and two young men
were pulled from the ruins of a
three-story building. A man
wandered among the rescue
workers crying, "Who will
give me my babies?"
In Potenza, 90 miles east off
Naples and near Balvano, an
official said virtually all of the
city's 50,000 residents fled to
the nearby hills and spent the
night in their cars or out in the
open.
Police in Naples hurled tear
gas grenades and fired submachine guns into the air at
the Poggioreale Prison after
some prisoners tried to escape
in the general panic caused by
the earthquake. Prison officials said two inmates were
killed and three injured in a
brawl among the prisoners
before guards restored order.
Rescue efforts were
hampered by damage to roads

John Kennedy He said he
prayed every night for Lyndon
Johnson's health.
Born on Dec. 21, 1891, the
future house speaker had to
quit school at 13 when his
father died. He delivered
messages for $3 a week to help
support his family.
He became a lawyer
through apprenticeship, served in World War I and then
entered public service.
In 1969, McCormack was
shaken by influence peddling
indictments against his chief
administrative assistant,
Martin Sweig, and a close
friend, Nathan Voloshen.
McCormack denied his 1970
retirement had anything to do
with either the indictments or
the changing face of Congress
He said his decision was made
prior to the 1968 election due to
his wife's poor health.
His wife, the former Harriet
Joyce, died in 1971. The coUple
had no children.

HEARING AID ANALYSIS
If you don't hear as well as you once
did, if your hearing aid whistles, or if you
suspect that it uses too many batteries,
you should take advantage of our special

service.

Earthquake Kills Over 400

03§420-0
.40

is Sale

/

Senior
BOSTON i API
politicians mingled with rankand-file voters as Boston paid
its respects to John W. McCormack, the former speaker of
the U.S. House who quietly
quarterbacked
landmark
legislation for the New Frontier and the Great Society.
McCormack, hospitalized in
September for pneumonia,
died at a Dedham, Mass., nursing home Saturday at the age
of 88.
A congressnian for 42 years,
he served as speaker from
1962 until his retirement in
1970. He kept doing favors for
conttituents up until his final
illness.
One of his last bits of
counsel, to President Carter,
held that the way to win reelection was "just be a good
Democrat." It typified McCormack's allegiance to the party
that lifted an —eighth-grade
dropout and son of a poor
brIcklayer to one of the na-

Measures 6.8 On Richter Scale

IL 8:00 P.M.

-1i

Final Respects Paid To ,
Former House Speaker

•FREE HEARING TESTS
•HEARING AID ANALYSIS
•CLEANING AND TUBING
REPLACEMENT
•BATTERIES AND REPAIRS
FOR ALL MAKES
•DISCOUNT BATTERY PRICES

and rail lines. Telephone and
electric lines were down in
many places. Three military
helicopters were sent from
Rome at dawn to survey the
stricken area, and other
helicopters were to be sent up
from ba.as in the south,,
-

-

Soo your doctor first...

Limited train service began
out of Naples and several
trains left the city. Railroad
officials were checking
damage to the track.

Then visit us for professional service!

EST 1676

Rome's Leonardo da Vinci
airport closed for 40 minutes
when air traffic controllers fled their swaying 195-foot control tower. But no damage was
reported in the capital.

co

MEDICAL SUPPLIES/HEARING AIDS
206 S. 4th St., Murray, 753-8055
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"Untold suffering seldom
is."- Franklin P Jones
In today's slippery game,
declarer played carefully to
avoid an overndf in one
suit Unfortunately, this left
him vulnerable in another
suit and declarer's game
slithered away,
East took the first two
hearts and shifted to the diamond jack. West captured
declarer's queen and shifted
to a trump. Declarer won
his trump jack, cashed his
high diamond and ruffed a
low diamond with dummy's
five of trumps. A low club to
declarer's king permitted
another diamond ruff and
now declarer had no more
ATHLETIC DONATION - Franklin Carroll (left) presents a $125 check to Paul
losers.
Unfortunately, he had
Garrison as a donation to the Calloway County High School Athletic Booster Club. The
another problem. He had to
money is a portion of the proceeds for one month at Carroll Tire. Carroll Tire also
get back to his hand to draw
donated 50 to the CCHS Band Booster Club.
the trumps and the only way
Stan Photo Bs Marl Barrow
back was in the club suit.
Dummy's club ace was
cashed, a club was led and,
when East followed, declarer was in the soup. If he
ruffed low, West would
overruff and, if he ruffed
I
high. West's trumps would
• POSS
6 Tantalum
LONDON (API - There is be promoted for a natural
Answer to Saturday's Puzzle
' Creek letter
symbol
trump
trick.
nothing new about "Dallas
4 Essence
7 HMI
ASP
TA I
D ATE
Declarer succeeded in
-r Reverence
Fever" - thg desperaV
8 Haiiied
A DI4C000 UDC
P,,er island
9 - Baba
desire to learn the fate of a fic- dodging an overruff in
GIOU MC - tional character - which diamonds. But, in doing so,
Depart
- 10 Triumphed
MOUE DUMB
14 C„try
11 Urge on
caused people to telephone he exposed himself in clubs.
16 The urial
' "Smaller
UU UMW
the Atlantic to learn A better plan would be to
across
" Dining
18 Barter
MOU MUGU=
establish dummy's club suit.
Zeus s wife
20 Quantity
who
shot
J.R. Ewing on the,
DC MUM OD
After the defenders win
°Air iabbr 1
abbr
=MOON CUD
American TV series last week. their third trick and West
22 Ciirl's name
22 Decree
MUM 1110
Charles Dickens knew all leads a trump, declarer
25 Demon
23 Sorrow
CUOMO MUM
about the malady.
Region
24 Compass -pt
A UM DUO DUD
should win in his hand and
As installments of his book, cash one more of his high
3, Female deer 26 Pierce
UM
MU
DUO
32 Retainer
28 Sun god
S ETS
S9 S
Tea
"The Old Curiosity Shop" trumps. Next come two top
34-Negative pre- 29 cao in
were published one by one in clubs and a club ruff with
ft,
30 Make
1841. Dickens found himself in- his last high - trump. Now a
amends
41 Pronoun
52 Petition
undated with letters imploring
BNn
32 Fruit drink
54 Employ
44 Damp
trump lead to dummy draws
. Preposition
33 Man's nick- 46 Crimsons
55 Plaything
him to let the character Little
NORTH
11-24-A
name '
J.:1 Bestowed _
48 Actual tieing 56 Female
Nell live.
•
• Chicken
35 Later
49 Pigpen
sheep
Dickens
suffered,
too,
as
he
•K 5 4
4", Jog
.•
39 Negative
59 Latin con50 Cobbler
•KJ
forged ahead with his writing,
438011
40 Soak
junction
51 Hostelry
•8 3
44.Existed
but he finally decided to have
•A109842
2 3
4 5 6 1
9 10 11
d5 Tw4t0,,c c181-- re1
his poor heroine die.
.
.1v
WEST
EAST
, 12
14
13
Dickens' readers, on both •
10 9 8
Ash. e g
432
sides of the Atlantic, were 1110984 3
ii
le
15
itt
Steeples
•AQ62
"drowned in a wave of grief" •A 6 5
-3 Clever
•J 10 9 4
i
2i -57 Metal
4Q 7 3
at the news of her death, ac- 436
• e Pieces for
22 i24
3 25
27 28.29 .
cording to contemporary acSOUTH
pairs
•AQJ7 6
counts. 60 Seed
•75
One British diarist said, "I
'61 Longing
38
37
34
35 "
•K Q 7 2
62 Mediterhave never read printed words
4K 5
40
41
39
ranean vessel 38
that gave me so much pain."
Vulnerable: Both. Dealer:
63 Ogle 42
44
43
And in those days before South. The bidding:
DOWN
telephones crowds waited on
1 Crony
45 46
47
48
2 Hasten
the piers in New York for the
South
West
North East
4950511
52
53
PIP
'3 Possessive
ships arriving from Britain, 14
Pass
24
Pass
pronoun
2•
s
so
Pass
97
511
2•
Pass
inComing
up
to
the
and
called
4 Toward shel34
Pass
4•
All pass
passengers, "Is little Nell
82
63
61
ter
Heart
10
Opening lead:
dead?_"
Region

Nothing New About
'Dallas Fever,'
Even In London

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

--

CLASSIFIEDS

ACESCIRA G CORN „JR

1. Legal Notice

West's last trump and the
clubs are all high
Rol with Corn

South holds

11-24-B

•3 2
•A Q 6 2
•J 109 4
•Q 7 3
North

South

I,
ANSWER: One heart. Some
prefer to bid "up the line- and
bid one diamond. However,,
with good hearts and poor
diamonds, the major suit
should get the nod (with two
four card majors. bid •'up the
line"(
Send bridge questions to The Aces.
Bo: 12363. Dallas Texas 75225
with sell-addressed. stamped envelope
for reply

MACY'S TRIP DONATION - Groover Parker, left
presents a $250 check from Parker Popcorn Co. to Tracy
Beyer, Murray High School Band treasurer. The band 'eft
Saturday to participate in the Macy's Thanksgiving Day
Parade in New York City.

America's Legendary Mae
West To Be Buried Privately
HOLLYWOOD, Calif. (API
- Mae West, the unabashed
seductress of stage and screen
who purred "Come up and see
me sometime" and became an
American legend, will be
buried at private services this
week.
Miss West was sitting in a
chair in her Hollywood penthouse when she died Saturday at the age of 87, apparently of old age and the aftermath
of a stroke that had hospitalized her for three months this
fall.
The stroke hadimpaired her
speech, but not the spirit that
carried her through an 80-year
career. From her hospital bed
she sent word to a reporter
friend that she was suffering
from a fall out of bed while
Burt
about
dreaming
Reynolds.
Paul Novak, the blonde sex
queen's constant companion
for the last 26 years, promised
"the greatest Hollywood
funeral we've ever had."
However, a spokeswoman
for the mortuary handling

funeral arrangements said
Sunday that details about the
services would not be released, at the request of her.
friends and family.
Earlier, Miss West's agent,
Jerry Martin,said a memorial
service was tentatively
scheduled for Tuesday at the
First Presbyterian Church in
Beverly Hills, with interment
to follow at a Brooklyn, N.Y.,
cemetery where her father,
mother and brother are
buried.
Miss West made only 10
films, but became famous in
the 1920s and 1930s for her
platinum hair, violet eyes,
hourglass shape, undulating
walk and the risque one-liners
she delivered with one hand on
hip and one patting her curls.
She wrote many of the lines
herself. "Come up and see me
sometime"- and "When I'm
good, I'm very good, but when
I'm bad - I'm better" were
daring in those days, but a
Depression-stricken America
laughed.
One of her film lines later

i
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MARCIE,t CAN'T WALK T-IIS
UJAY.ITHE COMIC BOOKS
ARE COMING APART AGAIN

CHUCK!NOUYI2 YOU FIND

LOOK,SIR! I THINK
I SEE SOMEBODY!
Co

US? WE'VE BEEN LOOKING
ALL OVER FOR YOU!

By Abigail Van Buren

LiJE JUST FOLLOWED
THE PA6E5 FROM SOME
COMIC BOOKS...

Modern Cain and Abel
Can Talk, Not Attack

0
1-1
°
00 00

°
0

'
•/-..11;:
:

°C)

OH, HE'S ALWAYS
RUNNING AWAY-HE'LL BE BACK
IN AN HOUR

THIS TIME
HE

MEANS
IT

DON'T
THINK
50- - -

O 1980 0,1.0 nalur• SyndiCat.. Inc

_AWL)FIVE
3EETLE, I YELL
AT YOU To DO JMINUTES LATER
I HAVE TO
SOMETHING...
YELL. AT "YOU
AGAIN TO DO IT!

MR. BUM5TEAD,WILL
YOU TELL US A'
STORY?
(
_
SURE
"

DO YOU REALIZE
HOW MUCH THAT
TAKES OUT OFME!

WHAT KIND OF A
STORY WOULD
YOU LIKE?

o

NOV.2.1

GOLLY, IT SURE
DOESN'T SHOW IT

TELL THEM THE ONE YOU
TOLD ME WHEN 'TOU CAME
NAT TWO LAST,NIGHT

'

MN

COUSI N, LL ONI #
COULDN'T BELIEVE IT!

r

5,4W THE ROBBERY. ONE ‘.
WAS LLON/. I RAN FOP Atk•
LIFE.'"

I ALWAYS LOOKED UP
TO HIM.50 GOOD. 50,
STRONG..

E
a
1;.--

rb

AFTER
.HIM'

TOO
LATE!

111
4

WE WON'T KNOW„,
UNTIL WE FIND HIM,
KING LLIONTO.

became the title of her 1959
autobiography. A bejeweled
Miss West enters a nightclub
and the :hat-check girl
marvels, "Goodness, what
beautiful diamonds!" Replies Miss West:
"Goodness had nothing to do
with it, dearie."
Mae West gave her birthdate as Aug. 17, 1893. The
daughter of a Brooklyn livery
stable owner, she started performing at age 5 and by 14 was
a regular on the national
vaudeville circuit. In 1911 she made her Broadway debut, but it wasn't until
1920 that she wrote her first
play, which she also produced.
It was called "Sex" and
despite the refusal of
newspapers to advertise it, it
ran for. 375 perfortnances
before it was closed by police.
Found guilty of "corrupting
the morals of youth," Miss
West served eight days in
prison.
Her most successful play,
"Diamond hl," established
the Mae West image of the irresistably attractive - if
morally,questionable - mankiller. The play was recreated
in the 1932 film "She Done
Hint Wrong," with a thenunknown Cary- Grant in the
lead role, and broke all existing box office records.

Kristin Shepard Is
Little Minx Who
Shot J. R. Ewing

By MIKE SILVERMAN
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK (AP) - So it
DEAR ABBY: We have two beautiful, healthy, normal
was Kristin Shepard, that litsons, for whom we thank God daily. They are 5 and 7. Our
tle minx, who shot J.R. Ewing.
problem is one that many other parents have - how to deal
What's more, she says she's
with the constant fighting. Abby,the yelling and beating on
expecting his baby!
each other are driving me crazy; I know there's a lot of
Those startling revelations
jealousy and rivalry at the bottom of it, but I don't know
were conveyed to the faithful
how to handle it. I asked my pediatrician what to do, and he
•
said, "Don't worry about it. It's natural."
millions who tuned to
Well, I do worry about it. I'm afraid that eventually one
"Dallas" on CBS Friday night
might seriously injure his brother.
to watch one of the most heaviIt's not fair to keep asking my husband to discipline tht
ly publicized series episodes in
boys the minute he gets home after a hard day's work, but
television history.
that's all I can do.
Kristin, played by Mary
I'm fairly intelligent, but I feel so helpless. Is there somt
Crosby, had been a prime
"how to" book you can recommend for dealing with this
problem?
suspect ever since JR., her
FRUSTRATED IN COLORADO
brother-in-law, broke off their
affair and then framed her for
DEAR FRUSTRATED: Yes. Dr.John F. McDermott
prostitution when she tried to
Jr., a psychiatrist, has written an excellent book in
expose his corrupt business
language that everyone can understand. It's titled,
deals.
"Raising Cain land Abel, Too); The Parent's Book of
But I,orimar Productions,
Sibling Rivalry- (Wyden Press).
which packages the primeIn it, the author tells parents how to get their
children to talk freely about their feelings of
time soap opera, warned in
jealousy, anger and hostility without beating on each
advance that the assailant's
other. The December issue of Parents Magazine
motive would not be what aucontains a generous sampling of excerpts from this
diences had been led to exfine book. I recommend it highly.
pect, and - you guessed it DEAR ABBY: What do you think of a bridal-baby shower
would be revealed next week.
all in one? A maid of honor wants to have one for a bride
Kristin's guilt was made
who isn't even pregnant.
clear in the final scene when
The maid of honor reasons that when the bride does
Sue Ellen - who is Kristin's
decide to have a baby, she will probably be out of the state
sister and J.R.'s wife and maybe even out of the country because she's marrying a
remembered she had left the
serviceman.
pearl-handled revolver in
I'm against this kind of shower becaulee I'm afraid it
Kristin's apartment shortly
might start rumors and gossip about the bride. Please don't
before the shooting. Sue Ellen,
sign my name, because I'm the bride. Sign me . . .
who had been arrested for the
OLD-FASHIONED
shooting and then bailed out
DEAR OLD-FASHIONED: As I see it, this kind of
by a mysterious benefactor,
shower is intended to soak the guests. Since you're
accused her sister of framing
'the bride, thank your maid of honor for infanticiher.
pacing, and tell her no thanks.
Far from denying it, Kristin
DEAR ABBY: Regarding letters from "the other woman":
waited until J.R. reached for
So far you have printed only letters from women who were
the phone to call police, then
dumped. How about a letter from a "winner"? My married
dropped her pregnancy bomb-,
lover left his wife for me!
shell and threatened to tell his
I was told that I wasn't breaking up anything; his
father about the baby if he,
marriage was dead long before he even met me. His wife had
sent her to jail.
gotten fat. I was married, too, but I assured him that my
Sue Ellen, played by I.inda
marriage was also over - my husband had gotten dull and
Gray, demanded that he call
boring.
her bluff, but JR., played by
So I divorced my boring husband and he divorced his
chubby wife. Oh, yes, we both had children, but we
Larry Hagman, slammed the
explained that we were in love and when they were older
phone down and said:
they would understand.
"Nobody's going to jail. I'll
Our marriage was a dream come true. No more lying and"'-bariale Kristin in my own
sneaking around. At long.last we were legally man and wife
way."
for all the world to see.
P:•!,be time J.R. was shot in
Our apartnsent was filled with modern furniture aqd oldlast season's final episode,
fashioned guilt. And plenty of doubt and mistrust.‘w
Two years later he was meeting someone new. I told him,. broadcast in May,- virtually
he was a liar and a cheat. He Said it took one to know.one: - every character On'the-show
had been given a reason to
And by the way, he's gotten a little dull and boring, and
I've put on a little weight.
want the conniving .oil baron
A WINNER
dead.

- _
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The Bank of Murray, Murray,
KY has filed an application
with the' Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation on
November
11, 1980 to
establish a Remote Service
Facility at 803 Poplar St. Mut
ray, KY 42071 Any person
wishing to comment on this application may file his or her
comments in writing with the
Regional Office at One Nationwide Plaza, Suite 2600, Columbus, Ohio 43215 If any person
desires to protest the granting
of this application, he or she
has the right to do so if he or
she files a written notice of his
or her intent with the Regional
Director by December 16,
1980 The nonconfidential portions of this application are on
file in the Regional Office as
part of the public file maintained by the Corporation This
file is available tor public inspection during regular
business hours.
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Will do baby sitting
in my home in Hazel
area. Call 4928515.

Listed here is a ready reference
that sill quickly help you locate
the classification you are looking
for
I. Legal Notice
2. Notice
3. Card of Th4nks
4 In Memory
S. Lost and Found
6. Help Wanted
9, Situation Wanted
10. Bus Opportunity
11. Instructions
12. Insurance
13. For-Sale or Trade
14. Want To Buy
IS. Articles For Sale
16. Home Furnishings
IF, Vacuum Cleaners
18. Sewing Machines
IS. Farm Equipment
20. Sports Equipment
21. Monuments
22. Musical
23. Exterminating
24. Miscellaneous
25. Business Services
26. TV Radio
27. Mobile Home Sales
28. Mob Home Rents
29. Heating Cooling
30. Business Rental
31. Want To Rent
32. Apts For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34. Houses For Rent
35. Farms For Rent
36. For Rent Or Lease
37. Livestock-Supplies
38. Pets-Supplies
39. Poultry-Supplies
40. Produce
41. Public Sale
42. Home Loans
43. Real Estate
44. Lots For Sale
45. Farms For Sale
46. Homes For Sale
47. Motorcycles
48. Auto Services
49. Used Cars
50. Used Trucks
51. Campers
52. Boats and Motors
53, Services Offered
54. For Trade
55. Feed And Seed
56. Free Column
57. Wanted

Port ti
to run I
-t(
days p
pay r
prefern
to P. 0

7. StOra
Custom
buildings.

9. Situa

Leaf rakin
-753-7490.
Seeking !
ment in
perienced
retail sali
mance. Foi
call 9-5, 1!

Will do Set
babysitting
1-4. Call 7!
Will do tint
in Lynn GI
4308

Insu

Fantastic
- newer-m-01
call John
M.F.A. ager
141:111

1965-66 N
Little or no
any conditt

Used woo(
0594 after
Want to
home, any

Wanted: U
electric tyr
6601.

ISTAffk

Biggest tow!
cotton ray
postpaid, !
Gibbs E nte
St., Truth
N M.. 8790:

Glass' brew
fokting the
mesh screer
Fits opening

SIMf

$60 (was $1
1378.

Leather repa
and &tete
and harness
leather doll
tack, belts,
and many of
241-3934.

Weddings, portraits;
special
occasions. 6
Remember the good •
times with photos from. •
w
••

]

CARTER STUDIO •
a 304 maik

753 8298 •

The Apple Tree School now has
openings for 2 year old
children A limited number of
openings are also available for
3-5 year old , children
Transportation provided to and
from
public
school
kindergarten programs For information about qUality child
care. phone 153-9356 days;
753-1566- nights. or visit the
facility at 1503 Stadium View
Drive
BIBLE CALL
Facing the Storms of
Life - 759-4444. Bible
Story -759-4445.
AIM

H •Hs•••••,-
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LIME WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
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Noliie.
15. Articles For Sale
what we do best is care
ClumneyS. all fuel, triple wall
Needltne 753.6333
pipe 6-x30'', 829 99. 8-x30-,'
99, installation kit,
$29 99.
$41 99 Wallin
ITS A
Hardware, Paris
FACT, I A3
For sale Antique organ crystal.
and potted plants Call 7533593

$a

Aos;:i.7;.7""*.
j

3 STARKS 3
•HARDWARE 3

16. Home Furnishinn
Poplar 0 Antique day bed Best offer
Call 753-6232
010
753-1227
Commodes. white A grade
843 99
Wallin Hardware,
5. Lost and Fou4dParis
_lost Passport. Reward offered! Cabinet
model stereo with AM767-2986.
FM radio, antique oak buffet
lust Gold ring (band), lost last and dresser. Call 753-6553
Thursday in town. Call 753For sale: Antique round oak
4723 Or 436-5673. Reward!
table, 48", $325 Call 753tost 6 month old female Boxer 2480 after 5 pm
puppy light brown, black face
Area of Kingswood Subdivision Ladies walnut secretary. 803
arid Wiswell Road Child's pet. South 9th St. Phone 753-1811.
Reward offered! 753-2353
One avacado Magic Chef 30"
cook stove with a continuous
6. Help Wanted
self-cleaning oven, in good con_Applications
be taken dition One three stack electric
-from 9-4 for full time heater. Call 762-3379.
ianitor and stock personnel.
Apply at Roses. Central Shopp- 19. Farm Equipment
ing Center, an equal opportuni- For sale' 540 MF Combine.
6ame as new, only 170 hours.
Tech- Refinery Corp. offers 13' grain head. $26,000. See
Plenty of money plus cash or call Marvin Roberts, Marion,
bunuses, hinge benefits • to KY, 965-4888.
.mature person in Murray area. 20. Sports Equipment
Regardless of experience, write For sale. 8 ft pool table, like
IC Sears, Pres.. Box 711, Ft new, $250.
489-2715.
Worth TX 76101.
The Pistol People Invest in a
feeling of security, largest
variety, lowest priced, no
Wanted
registration or red tape in KenPart time truck driver
tucky. Country Boy Store, 9
to run Bob truck from 4
miles west of Hopkinsville iunco.m .-to 9 a.m. 3 to 4
tion KY 164-117. Hours 8-5,
days per week. Good
Sunday 12-5,(502)885-5914
pay retired person
23. Exterminating
preferred. Send Resume
to P. 0. Box 787.
1 2th &

15'

uf S

Free Store tor the
4600
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1970 Mobile bow, 12x60. 2
bedrooms with new carpet,
sliding glass doors and
porch,with underpinning and
allready tied down partially
furnished gas heat. washer, in
excellent condition Call 7530480 or 437-4514 after 6 pm.
1977 Windsor 1400, 2
bedroom, unfurnished, on
setup on two lots Take over
payments of $187 00 per mon
th Call collect 615-645 2/00
evenings 615-645-5497

LANE
LES5

A

Thousends of Shrubs & Evergreens!
Indoor Meat 'Moll 20% ell el Mose plants .01 cartes, irclining
hanging bathes cod Africa* YieMts Sole weds Nor . 21%11

Hutchen's Plant Farm
Greenhouses
CLOUD SUNDAYS
located ',do, won •I Neva, ip
Taro wrest al Sate tiff Rd. is Nasal, g•
mks. how left, ip• I wile

(111k) 901-782-3406

IBLE:CALL
1 the Storms of
759-4444. Bible
759-4445.

EST COPY AVAILABLE

et'

43. Real Estate
**************

Sitatio 124 at Sycamore
Tolopboire 753 165 1
P. O. fox .1111

Pt
Pt
Pt

1111 caihr•Por
I,

43. Real Estate
Income property $31500 per
month
Small apartment
building, fully rented For sale
'4 owner. Low $20's. Call 7539742

49. Used Cars

items

gnol

56. Free Column

753-8080

Dial-A-Service
(4111to
(Clip This Ad From The Paper And Save For A Handy Reference)

Fire
911
Robinson & Day
Painting
Contractors
74-5292
FALL SPECIAL
.OFF
10°
All Point
And Labor
With This Ad)

Quality Service Co.
Air Conditioning
Sales and Service

Heating and

Modern Skeet Metal 4,
Service Departments

753-9290

Sheriff
753-3151
Ambulance
753-9332

Experienced Quality Work
Very Reasonable Prices

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

CUSTOM KITCNEN
CABINETS / CUSTOM
WOODWORKING

753-5131

•CYSTOM Belli FINUNTIPMI
•CVSTOM II•an KRUM'
(ANIMUS

753-5940
1212 MAIN

**
Calloway County
Rescue Squad

753-6952

753-0116
11•••••
*1. 411 /111

FREI
Termite

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

Flies, Roaches,
Silver Fish
& Shrubs

225 L. P. Miller St.
Community Center

Open Hours
Mon. & Tues. 7:30-12:30
Closed Wednesday
Thurs., Fri. R. Sat. 8:30-1 2:30,

753-3685

Police
911

OrRurs

Radio Cab

Inspection

Across From

53. Services Offered

1972 Chrysler New York
ALUMINUM
Brougham one owner, local
SERVICE CO.
low mileage best offer 753
9710
Aluminum
and
Vinyl
Siding
Custom
Trim
1973 Monte Carlo 13,000
Work
References
* 1978 Holly Park
miles best offer Must sell'
3*
* bedroom 2 both worth living *
753 0689 Day or
/59-1767
* room addition Central heat *
Plight.
1972
Plymouth
Duster.
slant
6.
* cod au luny furnished This *
2-door, new front seat Asking Fence sales at Sears now Call
* is the Coddler of all mobile *
$900 Call 753-0193 after Sears /532310 for tree
* homes Located on a large lot *
753-1222
* with city water good garden
430
estimate for your needs
* spot frun trees and grope *
1975 Pontiac Bonneville. 2arbor Close to roam
door hardtop good tires good Guttering by Sears. Sears con* Super constrected 2 story *
ARE YOU
condition $1150 Call 153. tinous gutters installed per
I" hum* aoth oll the luxuries in *
your specifications Call Sears
WILLING TO IX/
4445
* chiding central heat cad air*
753-2310 for free estimate
SOME HOMEWORK?
* and fisher wood burning*
1974 Plymouth Voyageur winThen you'll be ex* stove Located on sr WM:
dow van with rear seats, factory Insulation blown in by Sears.
tremely interested in
save on these high heating and
* with its own canal and boat
air, 8-track $1250 753-0866
cooling bills Call Sears. 753* dock vrith year round deep;
this four bedroom
1979 Thunderbird, T-top, red. 2310 for free estimate
water You must see this onel*
Gatesborough home
loaded, 36,000 miles $5895
*
1,••• 4.11130
*
with swimming pool.
*
K
K Stump Removal. Do you
till.* 1111.••••••• / $34,11.
Call 753-9710
*
Home
Pre•rIcs Doer /33.3125
needs
*
need stumps removed from
0•••• rsx-lose
1974
Volkswagen Dasher sta- your yard or land cleared of
redecorating and
•
wirwrwitini 75E1146
:!.
tionwagon automatic and air stumps? We can removi
some repairs, but for
***
31••••••
„•:::,
:ver
e
Call 753-9181 or 753-8124
the Mr. Fixit, this
stumps up to 24- below the
presents an unusually
1974 White VW excellent con ground leaving only sawdust
good investment opand chips Call for free
Morray-Callowiry
dition $1800 Call 759-4813
-estimate. Bob Kemp 435-4343
portunity For only
(moiety Realty
1
3
50. Used Trucks
or Bob Kemp Jr 435-4319.
$48,000. Better call fast
(502)753-8146 *
1978 Chevrolet, 4-wheel drive,
on this one. 753-1222.
304 N 12th St
*
truck. Six cylinder. 4-speed. Licinsed Electrician and gas in1
s
Murr•y Ry 42071
Recent listing.
*
stallation, heating installation
-has AM-FM. track tape.. Call and
3.•
PERFECT
•
•••
•*••
repairs Call 753-7203.
•
t
498-8428
or
498,8970.
STARTER
Leather repair. dying, cleaning.
1977 Dodge van Call 759Country Living lust minutes
HOME
and alterations Also saddle
from town! Be ready to move
1276.
Neat and attractive
• erid harness repair We - make
right into this immaculate 3
western cedar sided
1977 Dodge pickup, 6 cylinder. leather clothing chaps. vests,
bedroom. 2 bath, ranch house.
home that could be
automatic, power steering. ex- tack, belts purses. billfolds,
featuring 4 acres of tendable
just the home you've
tra nice Great gas mileage and many other gift
Call
land Just some of the extras
been looking for. Ther$2350 1974 Vegowagon. looks 247-3934.
besides good neighbors are a
mopane windows, cargood. runs good, automatic.
breakfast bar, ceremic tile
port with concrete
air. and power steering $890.
ROOFING
bath extra large closets, and
See at Coldwater. Call 489driveway and corner
Ceasinewcial and Resimuch more! This one won't last
2595.
long' Hurray and call Wendy at ' lot location are a few
dential, Shield' and
of the extra nice
1974 Ford wan $1000 Call
Spann Realty Associates. 753Bailt-Up Reefs. Riderfeatures. Offered in
753-2700
7724
, all
veiork
the upper $30'.s
For
goaranteed. 7534541
sale Dump truck extra
llllll11111lllll11111111llllllll111lllllIII
through Kopperud
clean 753-1537
or 759-1859.
Realty,711 Main.
For sale. 1977 Ford Courier
pickup, excellent condition. Neer) work on your trees, Topp44. Lots For Sale
29.000 miles, long bed. $3000. ing, pruning, shaping, com• plete removal and more Call
Beautiful sloping corner lot Call 759-1303.
BOYD-MAJORS.
"
with trees Kingswood Subdivi- 1976 Ford Courier good condi- BOYER'S TREE SERVICE for
REAL ESTATE
sion, $4000 Call 753-2329
tion. 4-speed. great . gas professional tree care, 753E636
•753-8080
One acre land in Penny com- mileage. $2250 1973 Pontiac
Professional Servii.es
munity complete with well. Ventura, 2-door. 6 cylinder, Painting - Paperhanging Sall The Friendl, Touchautomatic, $875. Call 489- General' maintenance. Free
Call 812-283-6164
estimates. 759-1987.
2595.
••
45. Farms For Sale
THIS HOUSE
1973 International 1600 truck. Reynolds aluminum prbducts.
Approximately 11 acres, level, air-conditioned. power steer- ALUMINUM SERVICE CO.
HAS EVERYTHING
Call
cleared. 312' of frontage. ing, radio, 14 bed.
The proof is in the
$3500. 753-0689
Wiswell Road. State Highway 753-8061.
looking!! Come see
Stop' For all your repair needs.
1550. Priced to sell quickly.
this beautiful,3 BR.,
roofing. carpentry plumbing
Call 703 921-1403'after 6 pm. 52. Boats and Motors
2'2 bath brick'home in
Good used heavy duty boat and electrical work, look no
46. Homes For Sale
Canterbury. This
more' Call 753-9226 or 753trailer. $250. Call 492-8810.
house with large living
I or sale 2 bedroom house with
9623 We'll do your lob large or
Services
53.
Offered
room, dining room,
small All work done to your
aluminum siding. on Unity
kitchen with cooking
Church Road near Aurora Price Custom made cabinets, music satisfaction
$16,000 Call 437-4569 at centers, book cases. hutches Thinking of remodeling your
island, den with
night.
fireplace,
and
Reasonable 436-2566
house? We do it all, Hawley
economical heat pump
47. Motorcycles
CARPET CLEANING. free 3ucy. 492-8120
could be your dream
One 1979 Harley Davidson estimates. satisfied references. Will do 'plumbing, heating,
Vibra-Vac steam or dry clean- painting, roofing, carpentry
Sportster. Call 753-6754
HAVE YOUR
ing Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning. 753-2211 or 759-1270
48.
Auto.
Services
CAKE AND
753-5.82L
EAT IT
Four radial tires, like new. Call Courtney Small Engine Repair Wet basement? We make wet
TOO!!!
and Chain Saw Shop 8 to 5 basements dry. work complete759-1310 afternoon.
ly guarenteed. Call or write
A sound investment
Set of 4 white spoke wheels weekdays 8 to 12 Saturday. Morgan Construction
Co
that will pay for
Coldwater.
489-2853.
and snow/ mud tires for Ford
Route 2, Box 409A. Paducah,
itself!! 'Modern brick
truck $120 for entire set. Call Concrete and block work Block KY 42001. or call day or night
duplex - 4 rooms,
753-9817 after 4 pm.
garages. basements. driveways, 1-442-7026.
bath, modern kitchen
walks, patios, steps, free
49. Used Cars
Will haul driveWay white rock
with appliances, cenestimates. Charles Barnett.
and Ag lime. also have any type
tral heat and central r 1964 Chrysler for sale Call 753-5476,
of brown or white pea gravel
air cond, each side.
492-8379
Driveways and parking areas Also do backhoe work Call
Good
location.
Import Auto Salvage 1977. 2 white rocked and graded Free Roger Hudson. 753-4545 or
855,000.00.
TC Toyota, 1975 2 TC Toyota. estimates. Clifford Garrison, 753-6764
1974 Datsun 1200. 1979 Dat- 753-5429.
sun 1400, 1977 Fiat 1200. all Fire damaged restoration Call
1
a low miles. Call 474-2325. •
Free puppies. Call 489-2669.
442-6677 or 527-1908
* 13 Acres of good form 1111•11.*
* god constructed 3 bedroono *
y, fell
located s
o'
nA
ly
miba
lessefmrom
e."
* town Owner must sell!

28:111th:Frome Rents

753 8298

Tree School now has
for 2 year old
A limited number of
are also available for
It old children
ilion provided to and
'public' school
en programs For inabout quality child
ine 753-9356 days:
nights, or visit the
1503 Stadium View

SPE E D
10 1TEM•9

For rent
Mobile home,
10'x42', furnished, natural gas,
near University, prefer one per'Sure bores a hole in a fifty, doesn't it?'
son. Phone 753-3895 or 753
3482.
38. Pets-Sufplies
43. Real Estate
For rent 2 bedroom trailer, AKC %nature Dachshund
pupnear Murray No pets 489- pies. Champion
bloodlines. $60
2611
and $75 each Call 527-9700
12x60 Mobile home for rent after 1 pm.
See Brandon Dill at Dill's Basic and Advanced
dog obeTrailer Court. Murray Drive-In dience classes Breed handling
Theatre entrance.
tracking and protection All
PRICE
Two bedroom trailers, com- breeds and ages Professional
REDUCED $2000
pletely furnished, good condi- instructor. 436 2858
Four bedroom extion. from $145 Call 753- Basset Hound, registered.
ecutive home located
8964
$125, unregistered, $75. from in
excellent
Two bedroom trailer, 14 miles hunting stock Long ears and
neighborhood.
on 641 South. $150 and sad faces. Will hold for
Economic central gas
deposit. 753-4699.
Christmas 753-0672
heat, formal dining
12x62 Two bedroom, near East For sale AKC registered Boston
room, 11 closets, den
Elementary School. private lot. Terrier puppies Call 753-7438
with fireplace, and
$125 per month plus deposit
central electric airNo pets. 753-1873
conditioning make this
41. Public Sale
30. Business Rental
residence a comfortable and economical
20x30 Auto repair shop, -gas
JAMES'
family home. Offered
heat. tall 753-8119.
in the low $70's. ImANTIQUES
mediate occupancy.
Mini
Custom Stripping and
Phone 753-1222, KopWarehouse
Repairing
and
-perud Realty for real
Refinishing.
Storage Space
Custom
service in real estate.
Cabinets
Woodand
For Rent
SUMMER AND
working. No dipping.
753-4758
WINTER
Hwy. 641 South
You'll enjoy this lovely
492-8850
For rent 2 large commercial
ALL BUGS CALL
3 bedroom home on
buildings across from M.S.U.
7. Slorage Bldgs.
Miley
heavily wooded lot in
.
/,..-campus, available May, 1981.
Lake Forest SubdiviAnd Still
Custom
Built
portable 1d r M u. Ill •t•
Call 753-2967 after 5 pm.
•.
.4g
sion. Ideal for year
buildings Call 753-0984.
_./•••111
.•.
around living' and
32.
Apts. For Rent . -- 43. Real Estate
\i Kelley's Termite
9. Situation Wanted
within
walking
Apartments
rent,
for
near
Leaf raking Call 753-9137 or
distance of lake.
Pest Control % downtown. Call 753-4109.
753-7490
Pardons & Thurman
Owner will consider
L
Phone 733-3914 ,
0
For rent. Furnished spacious
financing. Priced in
Insurance &
Seeking • immediate employapartment
near MSU campus.
the $40's. Phone Kopment in Murray area. ExReal Estate
Call 753-8742.
0
perienced in wholesale and 24. Miscellaneous
perud Realty, 753-1222
Southside Court Sq. 0
retail sales Proven perfor- Fireplace inserts, automatic Furnished apartments, one or S Murray, Kentucky ti
for full time real
mance. For further information two speed blowers, see through two bedrooms, also sleeping 0
estate service.
753-4451
0
call 9-5. 753-6655.
glass doors, $499.99. Wallin rooms. Zimmerman Apartments.
South
16th.
753-6609
Hardware,
Paris•
Will do sewing, alterations and
WARNING! Do not look at th,
tRbysitting for 1 child between Firewood 18-24" seasoned, Two bedroom townhouse apart- Would you like to look around property unless pap
40
again?...Then
ish
this
see
1.4 Call 753-0952.
mixed hardwoods, $25 per ment Carpet, refrigerator
prepared to buy!. The firs;
range, dishwasher, disposal. brick home located on 'quiet temptation is the beautiful.,
Will do babysitting in my home rick, delivered. Call 753-8536.
near
street
MSU.
for
lust
Its
in Lynn Grove area Can 435- Firewood, oak and hickory, 18" washer, dryer hookup, central you 3 bedrooms (large master treed 15 acres.. The second
heat and air. 753-7559 or 7534308
or 24". Also custom cut sizes
bedroom), den :with built in the home that consists of
7550.
489-2327
or
489-28-51
i
storage
unit, 2 baths all bedrooms: batt1S 'and rt-,
12. Insurance
room'.. The third IS that it ,•
Two
bedroom
duplex
available
redecorated
with paint.
close-in .The fourth is owner
Fantastic rates on 1974 or 18 Foot enclosed truck bed January 1st, furnished or un- wallpaper, panelling
Landnewer mobile homes. See or with sliding overhead door. Will --furnished. Call 753-9400.
scaped lawn with trees and financing is available..Test
call Johnny Williams, your make excellent storage
shrubs,
fenced backyard for your will power and call us at
building 8750. Call 753-8078. 34. Houses For Rent
M.F.A. agent. 753-0445
privacy.
Don't hesitate. Call 7531492 Century 21 Loretta
Town & Country Yamaha.
For rent- Large house with dou- 753-1492...Centu
Jobs, Realtors.
14. Want To Buy
ry 21 Loretta
Firewood. cut any length, most- ble garage Also 2 bedroom Jobs. Realtors ..0h. yes. IT IS Ideal Investment
Rental...1
1965-66 Mustang convertible. ly oak and hickory, $22.50 duplex. 492-8225.
priced in the $40's
rental units located on 58
Little or no rust on frame. Body delivered. 753-8649, 489House for rent with built-in
acres
in
lake
area. 6 trailers
any condition. 759-4509.
2492. or 753-0798.
dishwasher, refrigerator, stove,
and older home have income of
18 Acre Farm with two
Used wood stove Call 753- King automatic wood heater, air-conditioner. Also 50' t.v.
approximately
$490 per monbedroom frame house 8
0594 after 5 pm.
th 10 acres tendable _Priced
brick lined, cast iron grates tower, antenna and rotary.
acres tendable.
References
required.
in
Family
doors,
and
lift
off
surface
the
cook
$60S.
Call 753-1492 at
Want to buy: Used mobile
Granada type soil.
top, model 8802B„ $259.99. preferred. 753-5737. • Century 21 Loretta lobs.
home, any size. 521-1362.
Located on 121 North.
Realtors
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN.
torPhrore
information
Nice 2 bedroom, 2 bath furWanted Used IBM Selector
$17,000.
electric typewriter. Call 753- Wood for sale, seasoned or nished house with washer and
$35,000 that's right! There
dryer, private, two miles from
green. 436-2758
6601
is something for sale for
town, $200 per month, plus
S33,000. it, located at
26. TV-Radio
15. Articles For Sale
•
deposit, no pets. 753-9213 or
Ub
1659 Ryan and Mcludes 3
REAL MATE
Biggest tcnvet bargain every. 30 Philco 19" color t.v. with 753-4110.
bedroorns, living room, hit
PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT
cotton rayon towels $3.50 stand. $125 Good condition Partially furnished 2 bedroom
then and bath. Also features
storm windows and doors and
postpaid, 90 towels $10.00. Call 435-4543.
house. North 6th. No pets. New
TVA insulation Has attached
listing. 3 bedroom. 2 foil
Gibbs Enterprises: 110 Jones Wanted Person to take up pay- Deposit and lease required.
carport plus outside storage
baths, brick veneer home
St.. Truth or Consequences, ment on 4 month old remote Call 753-9208 after 4 pm.
and
nice hedged bock yard.
1621
Keenland Drive. Home
N M.. 81901.
control color tv. Warranted.
Within walking distance of
Two bedroom house, 14 miles features Olympic size pool
&
B
Mum,
753-7575.
45U. Well help arrange
Glass firescreen! Brass, black
on 641 South. $200 and central heat and air. fireplace
financing too.
foiding thermal doors, and 27. Mobile Home Sales deposit. 753-4699.
burglar alarm system For more
mesh screen. One season old.
JOHN SMITH
information call Purdom &
Fits opening 33- to 36-x26" to 1973 Champion 1260. one 36. For Rent Or Lease
Thurman Real [state, 753bedroom,
window
2
air284". Simple to install. Only
Trader for rent. 435-4424.
4451. Suzy Wells 753-1585
conditioners, new carpet,
$60 (was $150 new). Call 15937. Livestock-Supplies Geneva tones 753-6557
$4500.
753-7987.
1378. For sale Round hay feeders.
leather repair. dying, cleaning. For sale 1973, 12x65, fully $12.50; Mineral feeders,
Wayne is just waiting 1
furnished,
dryer
washer
and
and alterations. Also saddle
$89.95: Stock tank de-icers.
753-7411
to show you this extra ;
and' harness repair We make Call 354-6616 or 437-4537
$19.95: Heat bulbs. $1.95 For
ARouNo liii (1( n
nice,
three
bedroom
j
leather clothing, chaps, vests, i2)(65 Furnished, washer, all your animal health care
brick, located approxtack. belts. purses, billfolds. dryer. air-conditioned, under- needs,see Buchanan Feed and
imately four miles j
•01 I I
and many other gift items Call pinning, and storm straps Seed, Industrial Road. Murray.
OIRUUVRSALIT, an.
north of Murray.
247-3934.
Good condition 4742342.
KY. 753-5378
n.
1900 • ••••., 4.
Large glassed -in j Pt -rams be,sad sAP•r,
room, fireplace, cenPt
FARMS HOMES
tral heat and air, two 1 Pt
BUSINESSES
LACE AND RECREATIONAL
lots. Call today! Office ;
"1"(07ii"
PROPERTY
iv •
753-1651, home 753- ; Pt
Pt Listings needed, Offices
5086.
New Shipment of TREES Just Arrived!
Pt Coast to Coast. Buyers
from
Everywhere.
SHADE TREES: Bras, Sygot Mop,* Norway AS•pi*, Alogeolia, CrimPt
"Free" Catalog.
son King Moot*, Hybod Poplar, Woo Spew., Norway
Spruce,
Pt
Dogwoods FRUIT TREES. Ass*, Pooch, Plow, Dowses, Cheery,
STROUT REALTY
Peer. Thoroloss Illockborry, Rasalbwry
11•1 fordo Strew
Pt

&

baby sitting
home in Hazel
Coll 492-

ound
ed
Nanted
0:Ounay
ons

66

27. Mobile Home Sales

MAGIC HAT
"Chimney Sweeping
In the fine old
tradition"
Business 436-273l

KELLEY'S TERMITE
& PEST CONTROL
100 S. 13th Sr
Murray, Ky

753-3914

Leather Repair

Company

TAXI CAB
SERVICE
6a

in;
Midnight
7 Days A Week -•

Phone 753-5351
or 753-5352

Custom Work
Clothing, Saddles,
Harness, Purses
& Billfolds

753-9736
No;

1111 \I

\

I I Iii H

I i%M.N, %bifida, \lt,. difiifi
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DEATHS & FUNERALS
Travis Cauley Dies Funeral Is Sunday
Calvin Compton's Rites Held Here
Saturday; Former
For Mrs. Coleman
The funeral services for ford Colson, Calvert
City
Resident Of Murray Final rites for Mrs. Josie Calvin
H. Compton were held Route 1, and Mrs.
. Mildred

. Travis Cawley, formerly of Coleman, widow of J. W. ColMurray, died Saturday at a eman, were held Sunday at
hospital at Hopkinsville. He 1:30 p.m. at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
was67 years of age.
He was born May 73, Mt in Home with the Rev. R. J. BurLogan County. Mr. Cauley poe and the Rev. Jackson
was a member of the Seventh' Foster officiating.
Providing the music was the
and Poplar Church of Christ.
• Survivors include his wife, choir of the Grace Baptist
Mrs. Sally Cauley, Calvert Ci- Church, where she was a
o Route 1: one daughter, Mrs. member, with Leland Peeler
Betty Seivertson, Calvert Ci- as director and Terri Downey
ty: two sons, Jimmy Cauley, asorganist.
Pallbearers were Earl
Pikeville, and Mike Cauley,
Byerly, Johnnie Anderson, 0.
Murray.
Also surviving are four L. Pete) Henson, Herman,
sisters, three brothers, eight Lovins, Wally Burchett, and
grandchildren, and one great Charlie Lassiter. Burial was
in the Murray City Cemetery.
grandchild.
Mrs. Coleman,86, a resident
The luneral and burial services will be conducted by the of 1400 Johnson Boulevard,
Sanders Funeral Home in Murray, died Thursday at
10:15 p.m. at the MurrayRussellville, buj - arrangements are now in- Calloway County Hospital.
She is survived by two stepcomplete.
daughters, Mrs. Ocie Diuguid
and Mrs. Ora Lee Farris, Murray ; two stepdaughters-inlaw, Mrs. Elva Coleman, Murray, and Mrs. Margaret Coleman, Wadesboro, N. C.; six
step grandchildren; 20 step
.--Pat„-C,--Irvan, father of John great grandchild
ren:
T. Irvan, 1 307 Wells
Boulevard, Murray, died Friday afternoon at the Bethesda
Hospitl, Cincinnati, Ohio. His
death at the age of 89 followed
Willis Ray Cross,66, of Maran illness of two weeks.
tin, Tenn., died Saturday at
The deceased graduated
the Murray-Calloway County
from Castle Heights Military
Hospital. He was an employe
Academy in 1910 and attended
of the Weakley Farmers CoBethel College, Russellville.
op.
For a period of time he was a
Survivors include his wife,
partner in the Murray Lumber
Mrs. Sarah Cross; two
Company.
daughters, Mrs. Virginia
Since 1945, Mr. Irvan has
Laurence and Mrs. Jean
been associated with the Hyde
Webb, Effingham, III.; his
Park Lumber Company, Cin
mother, Mrs. Ora Cross, Mare
cinnati. His wife preceded him
tin, Tenn.; five sisters — Mrs.
lig death in 1961, and a
Kathleen Dawson and Mrs.
daughter, Mrs. Phillip (Katie)
Geraldine Whitt, Martin,
Fisit.Caslin,in 1967.
Tenn., and Mrs. Shirley.Billa,
Siuvivors include three sons
Mrs. Sue Wheeler, and Mrs.
John of Murray, Bob Irvan
_Lnuise_Chiero„all of _Chicago,
aild Jailk-Wvarrof-Cineinriati,
III.; one brother, Aubry Cross,
Ohio; 10 grandchildren inMartin,Tenn. ,
cluding Tommy Irvan of MurThe.. funeral will be held
ray.
'
Tuesday at 1 p.m. at the
The funeral will be held
chapel of the Murphy.Funeral
Tuesday at 10 arm at the
Home, Martin, Tenn., with
chapel of the Gilligan Funeral
burial to follow in the Tansils
Home, Cincinnati, Ohio, with
Cemetery:near Sharon,Tenn.
burial to follow in the Mt.
Healthy Memorial Gardens
there.

Saturday at 1 p.m. at the Shultz, Mayfield Route
I; one
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman brother, Vernon
Compton,
Funeral Home with the Rev. Houma,La.
Billy Turner officiating and
Mrs.Otto Erwin as organist.
Pallbearers were Hollis
Jones, Bill Jones, Randall Colson, James Howard Colson,
The Christian Fellowship
Larry Roberson, and Butch
Hutson. Burial was in the Mur- Churn in Briensburg will host
a special Thanksgiving serray City Cemetery.
Mr. Compton, 56, a resident vice on Wednesday, Nov. 26,at
of Murray Route- 4, died 7:30 p.m.
Churches of the West KenThursday at 4:40 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County tucky Full Gospel Fellowship
will be participating. The Rev.
Hospital.
Survivors include his wife, Carroll Parish, Paris, Tenn.,
Mrs. Evelyn Jones Compton; will be the speaker.
The participating churches
three sisters — Mrs. Troy Dixon, Murray Route 1, Mrs. San- will provide the special music.

Briensburg Church
Will Have Service

Times Of London May Close

Baptist Churches
Will Have Annual
Thanksgiving Service

LONDON I AP)
The
Times of London, the Sunday
Times and their three supplements began issuing
dismissal notices today to all
4,200 staff members, having
announced that they will close
in March if 'a buyer is not
found.

The Salem, Sinking Spring,
and Oak Grove Baptist Churches will have their annual
community Thankgiving service on Wednesday, Nov. 26, at
7 p.m. at the Salem Church,
located north of Lynn Grove
on Highway 03.
Speaker for the service will
be the Rev. Mike Littrell, host
pastor. The Rev. Billy Turner
is pastor at Sinking Spring and
the Rev. Joe Bagwell at Oak
Grove.
The choir of the Sinking Spring Church, directed by Tommy Scott with Susie Scott as
pianist and Patsy Neale as
organist, will present a. mini
cantata at the service.
The public is invited to attend this community event, a
church spokesman said.

A spokesman said all the Education
and Higher Educanotices would be issued ty the tion
supplements March 13
end of the week.
Llnless.a "suitable" buyer is
found, the newspapers announced last month,the Times
will publish for the last time
Primed otoclu at local karma as It
(T today furnished to The Murray
March 14, the Sunday Times am
Leger & Tunes by Ewa ug Michigan
March 8 and the Litera
Corp .01 Murray

Stock Market

ry.

Thanksgiving Service
Set At Owens Chapel
A special joint Thanasgiving
service will be held at the
Owens Chapel Baptist Church,
located on the Penny-Airport
Road, Highway 783, onWednesday,Nov.26,at 7 p.m.
The West Fork, Kirksey,
Coldwater,and Owen's Chapel
Baptist Churches are joining
together for this special holiday service.

Jimmy Madding, pastor of the
Coldwater Church. The Rev.
Wayne Carter is pastor of the
West Fork Church, the Rev.
Mason Bevill of the Kirksey
Church, and the Rev. Billy
Gallimore of the Owen's
Chapel Church.
Rev. Gallimore and
members of the churches invite the public to join in this
"night of Thanksgiving and
The speaker will be the Rev. praise to God."

Industrial Average
Air Products
American Motors
Ashland .
.
.
American Telephune
Chrysler
Ford Motor
GAF
General Dynamic
General Motors
General Tire
Goudrwh
Goodyear
Gulf Oil
Rardees
Heublein
IBM
Jen,.
Kmart
Kuhn's Big K
Pennwalt
Quaker(mt.
Texaco
Tub,.
Wendy's

-14 4.44'. • '•
4P.•'
.
44
• • 45'.
21'.-',
24.0.
. 17-.
27s,,,

27',w,,
X'S.'
.47'•
14,13. 14

Pat C. Irvan Dies
At The Age Of 89;
Funeral Tuesday

NORTHSIDE:
6-10 Mon.-Sat.
Closed Sundays

Willis Ray Cross
Dies At Hospital

J. B. Richardson
Funeral Rites Held
At Chapel Sunday

e!

Services Today At
St. John's Church
—For Mrs. Scott

Funeral services for Mrs.
Luther A.(Martha L.)Seca of
Murray, are being held today
at2pangat the St. John's Baptist Church,where she was a
member, with the Rev. C. E.
Timberlake officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery with
the arrangements by the
Rutledge Funeral Home of
Murray.
Mis. Scott, 54, died
Thursday at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
She is survived by her husband; one daughter, Carol
-Staggei, New Haven. Conn.;
three sons — Don and Charles
of Murray and Albert of
Morganfield; five sisters —
Mesdames Ruth Williams,
Fred Johnson, and Mary J.
Skinner, Murray, Bobbie
Brandon, Morganfield, and
Nattie Skinner, New Haven,
Con); three brothers —
Ernestine,and)tobert Skinner
orMiiirayandBuster Skinner,
Jr.,Orange, N. J.

The funeral for J. R.
Richardson of _Aurora was
held Sunday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Randolph Allen officiating.
Wayne Halley was soloist with
Richard Jones as organist.
Pallbearers were Roy
Richardson, Richie Richardson, Jay Schwall, Keith
Hosford, Mark Huter, and
Martin Oliverio. Burial was in
the Murray Memorial
-Gardens.
Mr. Richardson, 85, died
Friday at 4 p.m. at the Jennie
Stuart Hospital, Hopkinsville.
Born Oct. 19, 1895, in Tennessee, he was the srri of the
late Henry Lawrence Richardson and Elizabeth Dame
Richardson.
He
was a former
groceryman, and was preceded in death by his -wife; Mrs.
Mary Letha Richardson, on
June 21, 1972.
Survivors include one
daughter, Mrs. L. L. (Betty)
Schwall, Cole Spring Harbor,
JUVENILES HURT
N. Y.; two sons, Bethel
BY ARTHRITIS
Richardson, Murray Route 7,
At least 250,000 children —
and Henry Richardson,
Aurora; nine grandchildren; from eight weeks of age to late
adolescence — are victims of
four great grandchildren:
juvenile rheumatoid arthritis
(JRA), according to the Kentucky Chapter of the Arthritis
Federal-State Market News Service
Foundation. JRA is a painful,
November 24, 1900
Kenturity Purchase Area Hog Market
Inflammatory disease that atReport Includes6 Buying Stations
tacks one or more joints in a
Receipts, Act. 919 Est. 500 Barrows &
Gilts mnstly .25 higher SOWS under 450
child's body. While primarily
steady to 91.06' lower over 450 91.00 to
a joint disease, it can cause
SI 501u her
US 1-2001-236 lbs.
/45.00-45.50
serious damage to the heart,
US 2200-240 lbs
M4.75-45.25
kidneys, liver and eyes. For
$44.50-45.00
US 2-3 240-250 lbs
US 2-4 250-270 lbs
943.50-44.50
more information about ArSows
thritis in children, write to the
US 1-2 270-350 lbs
.
135.0037,00
US 1-3 300-450 lbs. ..
536 00-39 00
Kentucky Chapter, Arthritis
US 1-347,0-500 lbs
$39 00-40.50
Founation, 1381 Bardstown
US 1-3 500450' lbs
$40.50-41.50
935.00-36.00
US 2-3500-500 lbs
Road,Louisville, Ky.40209.
Boars 30.00-31.50
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ALL GRINDS
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Shopping
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Flannel Shirts &
Cowboy Hats 20%.off
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Reg. Denim Levi's

All
$
Leg Styles
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